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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The study of surfaces and the phenomena arising through the interaction of

surfaces with species from the environment forms an important part of

fundamental research on the solid state of matter. In addition, great interest

derives from the fact that the "state" of an atom on the surface, e.g. its

geometrical structure and its vibronic state, determines to a large extent the

behaviour of the surface in many practical situations. For instance, the

catalytic activity of a material as well as its resistance to corrosion depend

strongly on the specific state of the surface atoms.

Experimental studies of the fundamental properties have generally been

carried out on simple systems, such as monocrystalline metal surfaces. The

techniques applied in these studies differ from those used in studies of the

/ bulk, but are similar to those used in gas-phase studies. Surfaces are

irradiated with photons, electrons and neutral or charged atoms having various

energies. The energy and angular distributions of the species which are emitted

or scattered following this bombardment are then interpreted in terms of the

geometry of the surface, the electronic state distributions and the state of

the target atoms. As a result of these studies several analytical techniques

have been developed for investigating surfaces [1], but only a few of them are

sensitive to the top-surface layer only. To obtain information about the

outermost surface layers one has to use one or several of these techniques.

Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS, E Q < 10 keV [2 - 17]) is such a technique

and its extreme surface sensitivity (to one or two monolayers) is due to the
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large neutralisation probability of the noble gas ions generally used.

Therefore LEIS is often used to determine the elemental composition of surfaces

by measuring the energy distributions of elastically scattered ions [18].

In our laboratory this technique (LEIS) has been investigated and used for

surface analysis [19 - 21]. The relative positions of the atoms in the surface

have a marked influence on the angular distributions of the elastically

scattered ions and hence these distributions can be used to analyse the surface

structure. To interpret these angular distributions we used the shadow cone

model [22, 233.

From classical mechanics it can be derived that when a parallel beam of

ions impinges on an atom a shadow cone is formed behind this atom. Inside this

shadow cone the primary ion flux is zero. In surfaces of single crystals the

atoms are situated in a regular lattice. Therefore a substantial part of the

atoms may be situated inside the shadow cone of neighbouring atoms when the

incident beam is aligned along one of the main crystallographic directions.

These shadowed atoms no longer contribute to the intensity of scattered ions

and thus a decrease in this intensity is observed. By measuring the direction

of incidence in which the intensity is decreased one can determine the

structure of the surface. However, the neutralisation probability of the noble

gas ions used in LEIS experiments is thought to vary with the direction of

incidence as well [21] and may cause similar variations in the angular

distributions. Therefore one never knows wether variations in the angular

distributions are caused by shadowing effects or by neutralisation effects.

This problem, and the influence of the ion bombardment on the surface

structure, have prevented LEIS from becoming a major technique for studying

surface structures.

In this thesis it is demonstrated for the first tine that this problem

can be partly overcome if one uses not only highly neutralisable projectiles

(noble gas ions), but also "highly ionisable" projectiles such as oxygen atoms

which become negatively ionised by electron attachment. In the case of a clean

and an oxygen-covered {110} copper surface it is shown that LEIS is an

appropriate technique for analysing surface structures. Our discovery that the

oxygen-covered Cu{110} surface is reconstructed supports this statement.

The experimental procedures described in this thesis make it possible to

separate the effects of neutralisation from shadowing processes. According to

this method the angular distributions of scattered 4 keV Ue+ ions are compared

with similar distributions of O~ ions. These 0~ ions originate from 4 keV H 20
+

molecules which are dissociatively scattered. The charge-exchange processes
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which lead to the production of 0~ ions are found to depend on the scattering

parameters in a way similar to the neutralisation processes of Ne+ [25, 26?.

The opposite influences of these processes on the scattering intensities cause

differences in the angular distributions of Ne+ and 0~ ions.

In chapter 1 the experimental apparatus and the experimental conditions

are described. Chapter 2 deals with the design and the construction of a

high-precision target manipulator. With this manipulator it was possible to

measure angular distributions of scattered or recoil ions.

The phenomena associated with the dissociative scattering of HgO* ions are

described in chapter 3. The dissociative scattering process is interpreted with

the help of a simple classical scattering model in which the rotational and

vibrational internal energy gained by the molecule in the collision is compared

to its bond energy.

In chapter 4 we demonstrate that when the proper experimental conditions

are chosen the angular distributions of scattered ions can be used to determine

the structure of the first surface layer. The angular distributions of

scattered Ne+ and 0" ions are plotted in "photograms". In a photogram the

directions in which shadowing occurs are clearly visible. The angular size of

the shadowing areas in such a photogram agrees with.the size calculated from

the shadow cone model.

The non-zero intensity of scattered ions for directions where a zero

intensity is expected due to shadowing (i.e. in close-packed crystallographic

directions) is attributed to scattering from defects and irregularities in the

surface. We used this intensity to monitor the bombardment-induced damage of

the surface.

In chapter 5 we investigate the effects of shadowing in the case where the

second layer also contributes to the intensity of scattered ions. For the

interpretation we again use the shadow cone model, but this time distortions of

the shadow by other target atoms have been taken into account. For certain

directions of incidence of the primary beam we found that target atoms in the

first layer focus the impinging ions on the atoms of the second layer.

The methods described in chapters 4 and 5 are applied in chapter 6 to

investigate the structure of the oxygen-covered Cu{110} surface. The photograms

of negatively and positively charged oxygen recoil atoms show clearly that the

oxygen-covered Cu{110} surface is reconstructed. This reconstruction is

described by a missing row model and is reported in this thesis for the first

time.

The lateral position of the dominant oxygen chemisorption site in the
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reconstructed surface is determined unambiguously and accurately; the vertical

position is determined with an accuracy of 0.2 A. In addition, the existence of

a second chemisorption site is indicated by phenomena observed in certain

distributions of positively charged oxygen recoil ions. Owing to the

reconstruction of the Cu{110} surface upon oxygen adsorption the appearance of

the ( 2 x 1 ) LEED pattern which has been observed for this surface is now better

understood.
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CHAPTER 1

METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

1.1 Introduction

The apparatus which we shall describe in this chapter was designed for the

purpose of performing Low Energy Ion Scattering experiments (LEIS). It

incorporated instruments which also enable us to perform LEED (low energy

electron diffraction) or AES (Auger electron spectroscopy) experiments. The

equipment needed to perform LEIS experiments consists of: (i) an ion gun which

produces a beam of ions with energies in the 1 to 5 keV range, (ii) a single

crystal mounted in a device which controls the position and orientation of the

crystal and (iii) an ion analyser which detects ions having a certain energy

which are scattered into a small solid angle. As a result of the experience

gained in other experiments performed in our laboratory [1, 2] we realised that

a high precision target manipulator and several interchangeable ion detectors

were required to study anisotropies and energy distributions of scattered and

ejected ions. Furthermore, equipment is needed to measure the pressure and

composition of the background gas, the target current, and the angles which

describe the scattering geometry.

The high precision target manipulator is described in detail in chapter 2

of this thesis.

In this chapter some basic features of the Low Energy Ion Scattering

method and of the Cu surface will be mentioned and the design and experimental
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parameters of the apparatus will be discussed.

1.2 Basic consepts

1.2.1 The Cu crystal

The subject of the work described in this thesis is the copper 1110}

single crystal surface (Cu{110}), Natural Cu with an atomic number of 29
63r 65,consists of 69.09* of "•'Cu and 30.91* of o:>Cu. The average relative atomic mass

is 63.54 AMU.

The scattering of ions from a surface depends on the relative positions of

the atoms in the surface. Fig. 1 shows the positions of Cu atoms in the unit

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the unit cell of the Cu crystal. A
{110} plane and the main crystallographic directions in this plane are
indicated.
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I
Ne+

=SCATTERING ANGLE
= ELEVATION ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
= AZIMUTHAL ANGLE OF INCIDENCE

Fig. 2. A diagram defining the direction of incidence and the
scattering angle. Some of the atoms in a <011> surface row are
indicated.

cell of the Cu crystal. The crystal has a FCC (face centred cube) structure

with a cell dimension of 3.62 x 3.62 x 3.62 X 3
0 Also indicated in fig. 1 is an

1110} plane. The unit cell in this plane measures 3.62 x 2.56 8'*. The number of

cells in the {110} plane is about 1.09 x 1015 cm"2.

Whereas in gas collision experiments one could define the experimental

conditions simply by choosing a certain scattering angle, in ion-surface

experiments one has to define the direction of the primary beam with respect to

the main erystallographic directions of the crystal. Fig. 2 gives the

parameters used to define the experimental conditions. The scattering angle

between the incoming beam and the final direction of the particles that will

reach the detector is denoted by *. The elevation angle of incidence (<p ) is

defined as the angle between the incoming beam and the projection of this beam

on the {110} plane of the crystal. The azimuthal angle of incidence (t ) is

defined as the angle between the projection of the beam on the {110} plane and

the closest-packed crystallographic direction (the <011> direction) in this

plane. It is further necessary to define a scattering plane, i.e. the plane

19



that contains the primary beam and the trajectory of the scattered particle. In

our experiments we have always chosen this plane to be perpendicular to the

{110} surface plane.

1.2.2 Ion scattering

The scattering of an ion from a surface involves processes which have to

be described on the atomic scale. Consider a projectile with mass m1 and

kinetic energy Eo, and a target atom with mass m2 with no kinetic energy. From

the conservation laws of energy and momentum one can easily derive the energy

(E.) of the projectile after it has beer, scattered over an angle [33:

E i - E ' fc°s » » (A
2 - sin* »)* , ^ (

This formula is calculated for a free, motionless target atom. However, in

view of the fact that the target atom is bound to a crystal there are three

aspects to be considered; (i) the influence that the bending forces exert on

the collisions, (ii) the kinetic energy of the atom and (iii) the position of

the atom with respect to the other target atoms.

The effect of the binding forces on the collision can be deduced by

comparing the bond energy with the energy transferred from the projectile to

the target atom. In the experimental circumstances used in this thesis the bond

energy is much smaller than the energy transferred and therefore any influence

that the binding may have on the collision can be neglected.

The kinetic energy of the target atom should have been taken into account

in the derivation of equation 1 because the influence of this kinetic energy on

the final energy of the projectile is of the order of (Ê . EQ) . However, in

this thesis we assume that this influence leads only to a broadening of the

elastic scattering peak in the energy distribution. This broadening is smaller

than the broadening caused by the angular and energy resolution of the

analyser. Hence, thermal vibrations were not observed in the experiments

described in this thesis.

We assume that the target atoms do not move during the collision and we

consider the actual position of a target atom to be smeared out around its

equilibrium position due to thermal vibration. The amplitude of this thermal

vibration is small compared to th« interatomic distances in the crystal.
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Therefore, the influences of other target atoms on the collision can be

calculated if only the equilibrium positions are taken into account. These

influences are discussed extensively in chapters 4 and 5.

1.2.3 Interatomic potentials

To calculate the actual trajectory of the projectile one has to know the

forces acting on it. These forces can be calculated from the interaction

potential between the projectile and a target atom. This interatomic potential

can be approximated by a screened Coulomb potential: V(r) = F(r) a/r where F(r)

represents the screening of the a/r nuclear repulsion. Note that these

potentials are assumed to be spherical-symmetric. Several screening functions

have been proposed [4], The inverse-power screening functions are widely used

because an analytical solution for the trajectory of the projectile can be

found for F(r) = 1/r, and for all other powers in the momentum approximation.

These inverse-power potentials are expressed as:

V(r) = a r"n with

0.3 . a . zjz2 . e
2

o
a « •

where z1 denotes the atomic number of the projectile, z 2 the atomic number of

the target and aQ the Bohr radius. For on accurate description of the

scattering process the parameter 'n' can be varied according to the actual

shape of the potential in the energy range considered. For the system Ne on Cu,

n = 2 and a = 132 eV 8 2 have been used previously [5]. One of the best

analytical approximations oi the interatomic potential is the Moliere

approximation of the Thomas-Fermi potential [5] (the Moliere potential, fig. 3)

V(r)
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P,

MOLIERE POTENTIAL

Ne — Cu

Fig.^ 3. The value of the
Moliere potential for the
system Ne on Cu as a
function of the distance.

0.5

DISTANCE (A)

SOOeV N e — C u
POTENTIAL

1 A

Fig. H. The trajectories of 500 eV Ne+ ions impinging on a Cu atom
with various impact parameters. The trajectory of the Cu atom and the
positions of the Ne and Cu at closest approach are indicated for an
impact parameter of 0.1 ?.
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If this potential is used the trajectory of the projectile can only be found by

numerical procedures. As an illustration, some trajectories are plotted in fig.

4 for the case of 500 eV Ne on Cu. The smallest impact parameter is 0.1 A and

for this impact parameter we have also plotted the trajectory of the target

atom and have indicated the distance of closest approach. For 4 keV Ne on Cu

the scattering angle is calculatd as a function of impact parameter (see fig.

5). This figure is used to estimate the solid angles of incidence where

blocking and shadowing effects will oceur (see chapters 4, 5 and 6).

1.2.4 Computer models

In many cases the experimental results have been interpreted with the help

of certain scattering models (for instance the shadow cone model, see chapter

4) and to support these interpretations these models have been simulated on a

computer. In principle this is possible because the trajectory of the

projectile and the target atom can be calculated from the interatomic

potential. The results shown in figs 3 and 4 have been calculated in this way

by integrating the forces using a predictor-corrector method described by v.

Veen [1J.

In order to obtain an accurate simulation of the phenomena that arise in

scattering from surfaces, many (10-* - 10 ) trajectories starting at randomly

ehosen impact points have to be calculated and the interactions between the

projectile and all the target atoms as well as the interactions between the

target atoms themselves have to be taken into account. The amount of time (and

money) needed to calculate for instance angular distributions in this way is

likely to be excessive in relation to the knowledge gained from this

calculation. To reduce computation times the interaction between target atoms

themselves has been neglected and only the forces of the four target atoms

which are closest to the projectile are taken into account. This approximation

is useful if sputtering processes and thermal vibrations are not being studied.

When the primary energy of the projectile is large enough (> 1 keV) one

can reduce the calculation time still further by approximating the trajectory

of the projectile by straight lines between binary collisions. In this

'successive binary collisions' approximation it is no longer necessary to

calculate the forces between the projectile and the target atoms from the

interatomic potential. From a table, which gives the scattering angle and

starting position of a binary scattered projectile for various energies and

impact parameters, one can calculate the energy and trajectory of the
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Fig. 5. The scattering angle as a function of impact parameter
calculated for a 4 keV Ne+ ion impinging on a Cu atom, using the
Moliere potential.

projectile after scattering and one can find the path that the ion takes

through the surface. The wedge focussing effects shown in fig. 1 of chapter 5

are calculated using the fast successive binary scattering approximation.

One of the difficulties in such computer models has already been indicated

above. The cross sections for back-scattering are small (of the order of 10~1

cm^) and consequently the yield of scattered ions in the simulated detector is

so low that the statistical uncertainty becomes large.
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In addition to using the above-mentioned methods for reducing computation

times one often tries to increase the number of detected projectiles by

increasing the acceptance angle of the detector, but then the relationship with

the experimental conditions is lost.

Another difficulty with these models is the fact that the noble gas ions

become neutralised. The neutralisation processes are expected to depend on the

type of ions and target atoms used, the energies involved and the actual

trajectory of the ions through the surface. However, the precise dependencies

are not known and therefore in order to include the neutralisation in the

calculations one has to use approximations. The influence of the neutralisation

on the actual yield of scattered ions is large, and small changes in the

neutralisation model will have significant effects on this yield.

From these arguments we concluded that Monte-Carlo type calculations are

too inaccurate, and depend too strongly on the neutralisation models used, for

us to do such extensive calculations and compare these with the experimental

results.

1.3 Experimental set-up

The apparatus with which the experiments described in chapter 3, 4, 5 and

6 were performed is shown schematically in fig. 1 of chapter 2 and in fig. 6.

Basically it consists of a stainless steel vessel in which an ion gun (B), an

ion detector and a target manipulator (K, Z) are mounted. These instruments

will be described in the following sections. A quadrupole mass analyser (J), an

Auger spectrometer (CMA) or a transparent LEED screen with electron source can

also be mounted (H) in this vacuum system.

1.3.1 Vacuum system

It is well known that small quantities of contaminants (less than a

monolayer) determine the chemical and physical properties of surfaces. In order

to study the properties of clean surfaces and the effects of monolayer

coverages of adsorbates one has to keep the surface free of contaminants during

the experiments. Therefore, the background pressure of the contaminants should

be of the order of 10~10 Torr. The contaminants are mainly water, carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide and hydrocarbons which originate from the wall of the

system. Such a low background pressure is only achieved by pumping the system
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Fig. 6. A side view of the apparatus.
A: Bayert-Alpert pressure gauge, B: ion gun, C: 3" flanges with
electrical feedthroughs, D: cover of the vacuum system, E: rotation
feedthrough for varying the scattering angle, F: foreline traps, G:
pre-pumps, H: Auger spectrometer, I: needle value for Ne-gas
admission, J: quadrupole mass analyser, K: cross-table, L: target
manipulator, M: needle value for the oxygen admission, N: 200 Torr 1/s
turbo molecular pump, P: Ne-gas container, Q: Ti-sublimation pump, R:
L^p-cooled trap, S: 400 Torr 1/s turbo molecular pump, T: oxygen gas
container.
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with a cascade of pumps and reducing the emission from the walls by baking

them. When the desired background pressure is reached the surface can be

cleaned by means of low energy ion bombardment (sputtering) which removes

several layers of the surface.

The vacuum system was manufactured by Varian and consists of a stainless

steel (RVS431) cylinder (<J> 60 x 60 em) with a cover (D) (* 60 x 30 cm) (see

fig. 6). This system is pumped by a cascade of pumps. The two-stage pre-pump

(G2) achieves a pressure of 2.10"^ Torr. Via a foreline trap <F2), filled with

activated alumina, the pre-pump is connected to a W 0 Torr 1/s turbo-molecular

pump (S). The resulting 2.10"^ Torr pressure is further reduced by a

Ti-sublimation pump (Q), mounted in a L^-cooled trap (R), to a pressure of

about 1.10~10 Torr. A second pump system (pre-pump G1, foreline trap F1 and 200

Torr 1/s turbo-moleoular pump (N)) is used to pump the vessel containing the

ion gun separately.

The ion gun (B), the target manipulator (K, Z), the Auger spectrometer (H)

and a viewport (see photo) are mounted on 5" flanges. These flanges are aligned

in such a way that their axes point towards the scattering centre. The actual

scattering centre is defined as the point around which the ion-detector,

mounted on the cover (D), rotates. There are provisions for adjusting the ion

gun, manipulator and Auger spectrometer to this scattering centre. Many 3"

flanges, eleven of which are also aligned to the scattering centre, can be used

to mount electrical feedthroughs (C), Bayart-Alpert ion gauges (A), needle

valves (M, I) and mechanical feedthroughs (E). Flanges which are not used are

closed with viewports to allow visual inspection of the components inside the

vacuum system. The wall of the system can be baked out to reduce outgassing of

the materials inside the system (surface area of roughly 2 m 2 ) . To ensure

homogeneous heating the whole system was insulated with a heavy glass-wool

blanket. Care was taken to heat the equipment which was sticking out of the

blanket (such as the quadrupole mass analyser (J), the manipulator (K) and the

turbo-pumps) to a temperature higher than that of the wall of the system to

prevent contaminants from condensing on these parts.

1.3.2 The detector

The cover of the system (D) in which the detector is mounted is permanently

attached to a crane (see photo 1). With the help of this crane the cover and

detector could be completely removed from the system so that exchange and

maintenance of the detectors were facilitated.
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Two detectors were designed for use in our apparatus. Both detectors

consist of an ion energy analyser and a device which rotates the analyser. Both

rotating devices can rotate the analyser in the scattering plane so that the

scattering angle of the detected ion can be selected. The mechanism shown in

photo 3 can also rotate the analyser out of the scattering plane. This feature

is not used in the experiments described in this thesis and will therefore not

be discussed further.

The other mechanism is shown in photo 4. A rigid frame supports a central

axle. A rotational feedthrough can be mounted on the back of the axle. The

analyser and counterweight are mounted on the front of the axle. A variable

resistor coupled to the axle makes it possible to measure the scattering angle

with an accuracy of 0.1°. Both mechanisms are driven by a stepping motor (E)

arid are under computer control.

The two ion analysers can be seen in photo 3 where they are both mounted

on the first of the devices mentioned above.

The analyser used in our experiments is an electrostatic flat-plate energy

detector (see also photo 4) which is decribed in detail in [1, 2, S]. The

properties of this detector are summarised in table 1.

table 1

energy resolution (AE/E)

acceptance angle in the scattering plane

acceptance angle out of the scattering plane

minimum detection energy

maximum detection energy

minimum scattering angle

maximum scattering angle

accuracy of the scattering angle

2°

100 eV

6000 eV

127°

The other detector is designed to detect ions with a very low energy. A

5-cylinder electrostatic lens transports the ions to the entrance of a

hemispherical electrostatic energy analyser (A E/E = IS). After the energy

selection the ions are mass analysed by a quadrupole filter and detected by a

channeltron. This detector is still in the design stage and will not be

discussed further.
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1.3.3 Ion gun

The ion gun is mounted in a separate vessel and differentially pumped by

pumps F1 and G-j. It consists of an electron impact ion source, an accelerating

and focussing lens, a set of deflection plates, a second accelerating lens

system and a set of diaphragms (see fig. 7).

A mixture of Ne and HgO gas is injected into the ion source via a needle

valve and a small feedthrough (G). The gas is ionised by electrons from the

filaments (F). These electrons are accelerated by a potential Vel between

filament and anode (A.,). To increase the ionisation efficiency of the source

the path length of the electrons is increased and confined by a magnetic field

produced by a set of magnets (M). The ions are pulled from the source by a

Pierce electrode and accelerated (E01) towards an einzel lens (L). This lens

focusses the ions on the entrance of the second accelerating lens. The

deflection plates (D) can carry out small corrections in the direction of the

beam. The second lens system accelerates the ions to the final energy EQ. The

diaphragms, formed by the lens and the tube (T) connected to the housing, have

a diameter of 3mm and define the angular spread, the diameter and the direction

of the beam.

In cases where the intensity profile of the beam on the target should be

homogeneous, a raster-scanning device can be connected to the deflection

plates. This ensures a homogeneous irradiation of the target.

An indication of the potential on the axis of the ion gun is given in the

lower part of fig. 7.

1.3.4 Data processing

Host of the experimental parameters are controlled by a LSI 11/2 computer

via several interfaces (see fig. 8). The target current is measured by a

analog-digital converter. A positive voltage can be applied to the target so

that it captures all secondary electrons produced by the bombardment. The

energy of the ions which pass through the energy selector is determined by the

voltage on the plates of the detector. This voltage is controlled by the

computer via a digital-analog converter and a high voltage supply. Ions are

detected by a channeltron. The pulses from this channeltron are amplified,

counted, and then read into the computer.
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The scattering angle and the direction of incidence ( <p and ^ ) of the ion

beam are controlled by a slave processor which uses M6800 microprocessor to

generate the pulses for the stepping motors. A keyboard or the LSI-computer

give command to this slave processor. The slave processor also informs the

computer when the desired angles are reached or when a motor has reached a

limit (indicated by switches installed inside the vacuum system).

The whole experimental procedure can be monitored at a graphic terminal,

where the experimental results can be observed and commands are given. The

results can be sent to a hard-copy device which will plot the spectra, to a PDP

11/40 computer for further processing or to a floppy disk device for storage

and later use.

The program which controls all these functions was designed as a command

interpreter language. The basic instructions which can be given are strongly

related to the experimental parameters (see example). Procedures for filtering,

smoothing and plotting of spectra can be invoked by simple commands.

This program also supports is the nesting of experimental procedures, such

as the measuring of energy spectra as a function of the azimuthal angle for

several elevation angles at several scattering angles. We give an example of

the commands which involve the measurement of a photograra.

Spikes in the spectrum are determined and corrected according to the

following algorithm:

FOR n : = start + 1 TO end - 1 DO

BEGIN IF (S(n) - 1/2«(S(n-1) + S(n+1) } > 2 •{ S(n-1) + S(n+1) } 1 / 2

THEN S(n) := 1/2*(S(n-1) + S(n+D)

END

In this algorithm each channel (S(n)) is compared with the neighbouring

channels (S(n-1) and S(n+D). When channel S(n) deviates too much from its

neighbours ( a possible statistical uncertainty (t/ S) of the counts being taken

into account) it is assumed that this channel contains a spike and it is then

set to the average value of its neighbours.

The spectra are smoothed by fitting a third grade polynomial to five

channels and then assigning the calculated value of the polynomial to the third

channel in accordance with algorithm 2.

FOR n := start + 2 TO end - 2 DO

S(n) := { -6*S(n-2) + 24«S(n-1) + 34«S(n) + 24«S(n+1) - 6*S(n+2) } / 70
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DATE; 20- 5-80 TIME' 17:14 = 02 SPECNR.
TEXT: 4 KEU HE, FQP=4E-i5, IT.149.

198

PARAMETER' E= 8.4688/ 408 M1NCOUHT= 20 AT E=385O
MAXC0UNT= 2551 AT E=32P0

TIME PER CHANNEL: 200 MSEC.
E= 8 THETA= 450 Fl= 188 PSI= 0

HK/AU/AY/AH
Fig. 9. Energy spectrum measured with the procedure described in the
example.

example:

Three stored command blocks:

#U/M=200/Q=450/R=180/S=O/E=O,40OO,400/J/NE/AK/AV/AY/AH
#L2/R=0,450,45/Z3/NR
#L3/S=0,1800,180/J/NS/AK/AJ=3/AW
The command $G1 invokes the execution of command block #L1. In this block the
measuring time per point is set to 200 ms (M=200), then the angles are set at
the desired value: scattering angle to 45 (Q=450), elevation angle to 18.0
(R=180) and the azimuthal angle to the <011> direction (S=0); after that an
energy spectrum of 400 channels is measured for an energy range of 0 to 4000 eV
(E=0,4000,400/J/NE). Then this" spectrum is plotted on the screen (AV) and the
heights and energies of the peaks can be measured (AY) with a cursor on the
screen of the terminal. Fig. 9 shows the result of these commands.

In this way the energy of singly scattered ions is found to be 3280 eV.
Now a photogram (intensity as a function of the azimuthal and elevation angles)
can be measured and the results stored on disk. $E=3280/FN=DEMO/G2 will set
energy analyser to 3280 eV, the file name on disk to "DEMO" and will start the
command block #L2. In block #L2 the elevation angle of incidence is increased
from 0 to 45 in 45 steps. Command block #L3 is executed for evejy step of the
elevation angle. In this block an azimuthal spectrum of 180 is measured
(S=0,1800,180/J/NS>, all spikes in the spectrum are filtered out (AK), and the
spectrum is smoothed three times (AJ=3) and written on disk (AW). When this
sequence i3 completed, a special plotting program will produce the photograms
shown in chapters 4 to 6.
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This filtering is the digital equivalent of a low-pass filter with a cut-off

frequency related to two channels [7,8].

The data is transported to the PDP11/40 computer, can be used to produce

photograms by means of the printer connected to this computer. A set of

characters has been selected to represent the 10 shades of grey used in these

photograms.

The intensity level for medium grey and the contrast of the photograms can

be set. The large differences in the average intensities in the azimuthal

distributions (as a function of the elevation angle) made it difficult to

represent the shadowing and blocking areas (see chapter 4, 5 and 6) with

sufficient clarity. We solved this problem by varying the level for medium grey

as a function of the elevation angle. Therefore care should be taken when

comparing absolute intensities of azimuthal distributions which are represented

in photograms.

1.3.5 Crystal preparation

A 5N single crystal rod of Cu with a diameter of 6 was obtained from

ffaterial Research (Benelux). The crystal orientation of the rod was obtained by

placing the rod in a goniometer and by measuring X-ray diffraction patterns. We

obtain disks with a thickness of 5 mm by spark-cutting the rod along the

desired crystallographic plane without removing the crystal rod from the

goniometer. The crystals were mechanically polished and after that the final

surface was obtained by electro-chemical polishing until no irregularities

could be observed with a microscope.

During transportation and mounting, the crystals were coated with a

plastic by spraying. Just before the target-holder was placed in the apparatus

this coating was removed by dissolving it in an ultrasonic bath of acetone.

Before the measurements were started the crystal surface was

cleaned by bombarding it for several hours with 4 keV Ne+ ions at low elevation

angles of incidence and at various azimuthal directions. When no further

contamination could be observed in the energy spectrum the crystal orientation

was determined using the azimuthal distributions of 0~ ions (see chapter 5 fig.

5). Thereafter cleaning with Ne+ ions was continued in the <011> direction

until the ratio between maximum and minimum intensity in the azimuthal

distributions of Ne+ ions (p = 8°, & = 45°) was at its maximum (see chapter

6). The last procedure was repeated between the experiments when necessary.
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1.4 Performance of the apparatus

1.4.1 Vacuum system

After an initial bake-out period of 7 days at a temperature of 150°C the

system had a base pressure below 2.10"^° Torr. This pressure could be

maintained during the whole period of the experiments. Fig. 10 shows a

background mass spectrum for this situation. The main species which determine

the background pressure are hydrogen, water, CO and CO.,; small amounts of pump

oil could also be detected. Also shown in fig. 10 is the mass spectrum for the

case Ne gas was injected into the ion source. The largest contaminant of the Ne

gas is water vapour, probably originating from the gas inlet system of Ne,

which could not be baked-out properly.

Initially we used this water vapour to produce the H 20
+ ions in the beam.

1.4.2 Ion beam

The source allowed a 4 keV Ne + beam to form which has a maximum beam

current of 400 nA on the target. Normally we used a beam of 100-200 nA for our

experiments. This beam current was constant for several hours, apart from small

fluctuations of 2-3*.

The beam diameter and angular spread were estimated by moving the target

manipulator through the beam and measuring the target current. The diameter was

found to be about 3 mm and the angular spread about 2°. These values varied

little as a function of the primary energy of the ions.

The energy and energy spread of the primary beam were measured by rotating

the analyser into the beam. By applying a high voltage to the entrance of the

analyser we could retard the ions so that their energy could be measured

accurately. The energy of the ions was found to be withing 1% of the setting of

the high voltage supplies (EQ1 and E 0 2 ) . The energy spread was found to be

smaller than 30 eV. This value depended on the voltage between the A1 and A3

anodes of the ion gun.

The scattering angle was calibrated by rotating the analyser into the beam.
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MASS (AMU)
Fig. 10. A mass spectrum of the background gas with and without Ne gas
admission. The contributions of Me, HpO, CO and CO_ are indicated.
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1.4.3 Energy and azimuthal distributions

Each channel of the energy spectrum shown in fig. 9 was measured for 200

ms. For the elastically scattered ions the count rate was about 1.10 counts/s.

This results in a statistical accuracy of 3% for the intensity of the elastic

scattering peak.

The intensity of this peak was measured as a function of the azimuthal

angle of incidence by setting the energy analyser at the peak's energy and then

rotating the crystal azimuthally. Such a procedure can cause considerable

structure in the azimuthal distribution when the peak energy varies with the

azimuthal angle.

We checked to see whether such a shift occurred. Fig. 11 shows the peak

energies for Ne ions elastically scattered by Cu and 0 atoms as a function of

the azimuthal angle. Also indicated are the widths (FWHM) of the Cu peak and

the energy expected for elastically singly scattered Ne ions. One can see that

there are small changes in the peak energy and width but these changes are

small compared to the total peak width and the energy resolution (4$) of the

analyser. From these and other control measurements we have estimated that

errors introduced by small energy shifts do not exceed 5% of the average peak

intensity.

In chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis we shall use the pronounced

structures in the azimuthal distributions to study surface structure, shadowing

and blocking effects. Many small peaks and dips can be observed in addition to

these pronounced structures. Although we found no indication that these small

structures were artefacts introduced by the equipment, we consider that care

should be taken in using these structures for analytical purposes. Small

fluctuations in the primary beam current and vibrations of the manipulator

could also introduce such structures.

Because of the symmetries of the crystal surface around the main

crystallographic directions one would expect the azimuthal distributions to

exhibit similar symmetries around these directions. This was indeed observed in

most azimuthal distributions although slight deviations from the expected

symmetries were found. These deviations can be observed as an asymmetry in the

heights of peaks or in the depths of dips. The main causes of these asymmetries

are a tilt of the crystal (due to a misalignment of the macroscopic surface

with respect to the main crystallographic plane) (see chapter 2) and

asymmetries in the crystal surface caused by the ion bombardment.
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Fig. 11. The positions of the peaks in the energy spectrum as a
function of the azimuthal direction of incidence. The widths of the Ne
on Cu peak are indicated by vertical lines, the theoretical energies
by horizontal lines.

In the case of a tilted crystal the elevation angle of incidence changes

when the crystal is rotated azimuthally. In cases where the peak intensity

changes rapidly with the elevation angle (see for instance the polar

distributions of chapter 5) small changes in the elevation angle will cause

considerable changes in the azimuthal structure. By studying the photograms

carefully one can tell that some of the crystals are tilted from the position

of the shadowing areas.

Another possible cause of assymmetries in the azimuthal distributions is

an asymmetry in the crystal surface, which may be due to the ion bombardment.

When the crystal is not aligned accurately enough to a main crystallographie

direction during the cleaning procedure an asymmetry can be introduced by

preferential sputtering of the target atoms. Irregularities in the ion beam or

the influence of the three small pins on the crystal-holder (see chapter 2) may

also introduce deviations of the symmetries in the azimuthal distributions at
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small elevation angles.

However, the small asymmetries mentioned, in no case affected the

conclusions drawn from the measurements, or the accuracy of the results.

1.5 Conclusions and final remarks

The performance of the described apparatus for LEIS experiments was

satisfactory and came up to our expectations. The count rates and accuracies

were such that surface structure analysis could be performed easily. The fact

that the angles were computer-controlled meant that photograms could be

obtained fast enough to keep changes in the experimental conditions minimal.

The LEED apparatus and Auger spectrometer were not used extensively in the

work described in this thesis and are therefore not discussed in this chapter.

Surface structure analysis would become more accurate if the acceptance

angles of the ion analyser and the accuracy of the setting of the scattering

angle were improved.

Detailed investigation of charge exchange processes or of the kinetics of

chemisorption processes requires that mass selection be included in the ion

source.
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CHAPTER2

A VERSATILE TARGET MANIPULATOR

A target manipulator for use in ultra-high vacuum is described. With this
manipulator a target can be translated 20 mm in 3 mutually perpendicular
directions and rotated around 3 mutually perpendicular rotation axes. The
directions of the rotation axes are independent of each other. A special
feature of this design is that the third rotation (the tilt) does not change
the direction of the azimuthal rotation axis. The azimuthal and polar rotations
have a range of 360 .

The target temperature and beam currents can be measured at the back of
the target. The target can be heated by electron bombardment on the front or by
an electrical heater at the back.

The whole manipulator can be mounted on a H" flange of the target chamber.
To perform the rotations the manipulator head requires a volume with a diameter
of 50 mm at the center of the target chamber. Targets with a maximum diameter
of 13 mm can be inserted. Only materials suited for ultra-high vacuum are used
in the construction.

2.1 Introduction

From the experimental techniques and experimental conditons (such as

background pressure, volume of target chamber and so on) one can derive what

properties a usefull manipulator should have. We compared these requirements

with the specifications given for commercial available manipulators and

published designs [1-5]. None of these manipulators could meet our demands

fully. Most of the existing manipulators have disadvantages such as a large

manipulator head or a coupling between the azimuthal and the tilt rotation

axes.
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Fig. 1. A diagram showing a tilted crystal. The azimuthal rotation
axis is prependicular to the main crystallographic plane. The dashed
line indicates the normal on the macroscopic surface.
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2.2 Design considerations

In experiments where a phenomenon is to be studied as a function of one of

these angles it is desirable that this angle can be varied in a simple manner.

Therefore the manipulator should be designed with two rotation axes, one of

which, the azimuthal rotation axis, is perpendicular to the elevation axis and

perpendicular to the plane of interest. Note that this crystallographic plane

does not generally coincide with the macroscopic surface of the crystal because

of misalignment in the preparation of the crystal surface.

The orientation of a crystal rod is normally determined by X-ray Laue

techniques and a target crystal is obtained by spark-cutting a crystal from the

rod and subsequent mechanical and electrolap polishing of the surface. This

whole procedure is accurate within one or two degrees. This slight deviation

becomes important when small elevation angles are used. To overcome this

problem the crystal should be tilted in such a way that the azimuthal rotation

axis coincides with the normal on the crystallographic plane. When the crystal

is tilted this axis is no longer perpendicular to the macroscopic surface (see

fig. 1). The tilt of most manipulators currently available is such that the

direction of the azimuthal rotation axis depends on the tilt, but this

direction is always perpendicular to the macroscopic surface.

In studies relating to symmetries in the crystal surface it is desirable

that the azimuthal angle can be varied by more than 360°. When only low energy

ions are used an accuracy of 0.1 degree in the angles is sufficient.

It is important that the centre of the incoming particle beam spot does

not move over the crystal surface when the target is rotated. Consequently, the

azimuthal rotation axis and the elevation rotation axis should intersect each

other in a point on the surface.

As mentioned earlier, it is advisable to use several complementary

techniques in the same apparatus because then the results obtained with each

technique under the same experimental circumstances can be compared. The range

of the elevation rotation should therefore be more than 360° so that the

surface of the target crystal can be brought in front of all the equipment

installed in the target chamber.

In our apparatus this equipment consists of an electron-impact ion gun, an

electrostatic flat-plate energy analyser [6] and a cylindrical mirror analyser

or a transparant LEED screen (see fig. 2). The remainingspace in which the

manipulator head can be rotated is limited to a sphere with a diameter of 50

row.
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Fig. 2. A schematic drawing of the apparatus with the ion source (I),
the detector (D), the cylindrical mirror Auger-electron analyser (A)
and the manipulator (M). The dimensions of the vacuum chamber are $
600 x 600 mm. The system is pumped with a 100 1/s turbomolecular pump
and equiped with a LN» cooled trap.
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The target has to be insulated so that the primary beam current on the

target can be measured. This insulation can also be used to reduce thermal

conductivity; a low thermal conductivity is useful for investigations of

temperature dependent surface phenomena.

To maintain ultra-high-vacuum conditions (< 2*10~10 Torr) only stainless

steel should be used for the construction of the manipulator. The whole

manipulator should be bakeable up to 500 K.

It is advantagious if targets can be exchanged rapidly without detaching

the whole manipulator from the vacuum chamber or opening a big flange. Such an

exchange can be accomplished by transporting the crystal holder by means of

some mechanism through a small port. Because the diffusion of moisture through

such a small flange will be negligible, filling the target chamber with pure Ar

or another inert gas will decrease significantly the time needed to bake out

the vacuum system.

Fig. 3. A schematic drawing of the cross table. Flange A is mounted
on the target chamber. The control mechanism is mounted on flange B.
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Fig. 4. A schematic drawing of the control mechanism with manipulator
head. 1: the target, 2: the heater with thermocouple, 3: the
manipulator head, 4: wheel with two strings, 5: decoupling cylinder,
6: the main frame, 7: the central rod for the elevation rotation, 8:
linear-motion connecting rod, 9: the base flange, 10: linear-motion
feedthrough for the azimuthal rotation, 11: rotary-motion feedthrough
for the elevation rotation, 12: linear-motion feedthrough for the
tilt, 13: connecting rod for the tilt rotation, 14: bending mechanism
for the tilt rod, 15: toothed bar and toothed wheel, 16: strings for
the azimuthal rotation, 17: tilt hook, 18 and 19: spherical-shaped
parts of the manipulator head.
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2.3 Construction

The manipulator consists basically of three parts: (a) a triaxial "cross

table", (b) the control mechanism for the manipulator head, and (c) the

manipulator head.

The cross table consists of two 4" flanges separated by a 112 mm long

bellow (see fig. 3). One flange (A) is mounted on the target chamber. The

control mechanism with manipulator head is mounted on the other flange (B).

Flange B can be moved 20 mm in three mutually prependieular directions by means

of three sliding plates in the case of the X and Y directions and three

leadscrews in the case of the Z direction.

The whole control mechanism with manipulator head (fig. 4) is built on the

base flange (9). In the centre of this flange a mini rotary-motion feedthrough

(Varian type 954-5146) (11) is mounted and is coupled to the csntral rod (7),

which is supported by the main frame (6). The linear-motion feedthroughs 10 and

12 are used for the azimuthal rotation and the tilt, respectively. The

feedthrough (10) (Varian type 954-5150) translates parts 5 and 8.

A toothed bar mounted on part 5 drives the toothed wheel 15 and wheel 4.

Wheel 4 is connected by two metal wires (16) to a wheel in the manipulator head

and rotates the target holder azimuthally. The ball bearings between parts 5

and 8 are necessary to transmit the translation of part 8 to part 5, which is

connected to the rotatable central axis. Both the rotary-motion feedthrough and

the linear-motion feedthrough (10) are driven by stepping motors which have a

maximum stepping rate of 300 steps per sec.

A completely independent mechanism is used to perform the tilt (T)

rotation. A hook (17) on the linear-motion feedthrough (12)(Varian type

954-5150) pulls at the back of the target holder (18). The spherical-shaped

inside of the target holder then slides over the spherical-shaped part (19) of

the manipulator head (3). In this way the target is tilted; to reverse this

tilt the target has to be rotated 180° azimuthally. A miscut in the crystal of

5° can be corrected with this tilt. When hinge (14) is pushed by the

feedthrough against a knob on the main frame (6) the hook will bend away from

the target centre.

A diagram illustrating the target holder and crystal holder with a crystal

is snown in fig. 5. The crystal holder (fig. 5B) is placed in the target holder

(fig. 5A) and fixed with a bayonet catch. A spring pushes a thermocouple and an

electric heater against the back of the crystal and ensures firm locking of the

bayonet catch (20). This bayonet catch makes it possible to remove the crystal

holder from the target holder with a specially shaped "poker" (fig. 5C).
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B

Fig. 5. A schematic drawing of the manipulator head (A), the target
holder with crystal (B) and the poker (C) for transporting target
holders. 20: bayonet catch, 21: electrical heater with thermocouple,
22: ceramic balls, 23: pins to hold the crystal.
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Three pins (23) of 1 x 1 x 0.5 mm a. angular intervals of 100°, 120° and

110° ensure that the crystal surface is at the same level as the target holder

surface and permit a clear view on the crystal surface even at small elevation

angles. The crystal is electrically and thermally insulated from the crystal

holder by six ceramic balls each with a diameter of 3 mm (22) (fig. 5B). A

thermocouple (21) pressed against the back of the crystal can be used to

measure both the temperature of the crystal and the beam current.

The crystal can be heated by electron bombardment with electrons produced

by a filament mounted on the inner side of the tilt hook or by a resistance

heater wound onto a ceramic support mounted at the back of the crystal. The

target can be cooled when this electric heater is replaced by a twisted copper

wire connected to a liquid nitrogen buffer. This LN2 buffer is connected to

flange 9 by two insulated feedthroughs (pipes). When the manipulator head was

manufactured special care was taken to ensure that the axes of rotations

intersected each other in the crystal surface plane. After the determination of

the position of this intersection point in respect to the manipulatorhead the

distance X (fig. 5) »as calculated. Subsequently, the crystal holders were

machined so that the crystal surface coincided with the intersection point.

Prior to assembly all moving parts were treated with Molykote-X powder.

All parts were cleaned in a ultrasonic bath of freon. The whole manipulator was

baked out at 250°C.

2.4 Results

With the help of an optical alignment bench we measured the distance of

closest approach 'a' between the elevation and azimuthal rotation axis and the

distance 'b' between elevation axis and the crystal surface at T = O ° (see fig.

6). We found

a = 0.2 ± 0.08 mm and

b < 0.05 mm

We used a laser beam to determine the reproducibility, the backlash and angular

increment of the rotations. This beam was reflected towards a screen by a

polished silver crystal mounted in the crystal holder.. The screen was 5 m away

from the crystal. The angular spread of the beam after reflection was better

than 0.06°. The results are presented in table 1
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Fig. 6. The position of the target in respect to the rotation axes,
'a' is the distance of closest approach of the <P and the $ axis, 'b'
is the distance between <P rotation axis and the target surface for a
tilt of zero degrees.

Table 1

Angular increment (°/step):

backlash (°) :

reproducibility (°) :

P-rotation

0.0999 ± 0.0003

0.2 + 0.02

0.05

^-rotation

0.02028 ± 0.00001

0.07 ± 0.05

0.07
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With a thermocouple at the front and the regular thermocouple at the back

of a copper crystal (6 mm diameter and 4 mm thickness) the temperature of the

crystal and the temperature difference between the front and the back of the

crystal were measured as a function of the power dissipation of the electric

heater. The temperature of the ball bearings in the manipulator head, which

should not exceed 400 K while in use, was registered. With a power dissipation

of 5 Watt a temperature of 500 K could be maintained for an unlimited time. A

temperature of 700 K could be maintained for one hour, and 800-1000 K for 10

min., until the temperature of the ball bearings exceeded 400 K. A heating rate

of 1 K per second was reached with a dissipation of 7 Watt. No significant

temperature difference was found between both the thermocouples on the crystal.

2.5 Discussion

The performance of this manipulator is very satisfactory for LEIS

experiments and for channeling and blocking experiments at energies lower than

20 keV. At higher ion energies the backlash of the 4> rotation may become

troublesome. This backlash is inherent in the system with two strings, but it

can be"" reduced by a factor of two by careful adjustment of the tension in the

strings. Repeatedly baking out the system did not affect the performance of the

manipulator, although after the first time that the manipulator was baked out

adjusting the tension in the strings was necessary.

When the crystal is cooled with the LNj buffer the reproducibility of the <p

-axis will be worse than 0.05° because of increasing stiffness of the copper

cooling wire, which introduces a torsion in the central rod.

After mounting the manipulator on the vacuum chamber and baking out for

100 hours at a temperature of 125°C the initial background pressure of 1.10"10

Torr was reached again. During this bake-out period and after that no

contamination of the vacuum system could be detected with a quadrupole mass

analyser.

By coupling stepping motors to the rotary-motion feedthroughs the

azimuthal and polar angles can be controlled by a computer. This enables us to

perform angular dependent measurements in an easy way. The performance of the

crystal holder with a bayonet catch is very satisfactory and makes a rapid

exchange of targets possible.
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To conclude, the design and construction of the manipulator is very

satisfactory and comes up to our expectations. We assume that this type of

manipulator could be very useful in many other types of UHV equipment.
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CHAPTER3

DISSOCIATIVE SCATTERING OF KEV H2O
+ MOLECULAR

IONS FROM A CU110} SURFACE.

3.1 Introduction

fleoently some experiments have been performed with molecular beam

scattering at thermal energies [1] and at MeV energies [21. In the former case

the anisotropy of ejected molecules yielded information about the 'chemical'

interaction of the molecule with the target. In the latter case only very small

<< 1°) scattering angles were used and the dissociation processes were

interpreted as electronic excitation processes.

In this paper we shall report experimental results on the dissociative

scattering of keV HgO+ ions from a Cu{110} surface into positively and

negatively charged fragments. To explain these results we propose a

dissociative scattering model which is based on classical mechanics. An

estimate of the relative cross sections will be given for the production of the

various atomic fragments.

3.2 Experimental set-up

The experiments were performed in an ultra-high-vacuum apparatus (residual

gas pressure in the 10 Torr range) equipped with an electron-impact ion

source, a flat-plate electrostatic energy analyser [33 and a high precision

target manipulator [4J. Typical performance of the ion source: ion-energy

between 500 and 8000 eV, beam current 100 nA, beam diameter 3 mm and energy
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spread smaller than 30 eV. With the target manipulator the Cu{110} crystal can

be rotated with an accuracy 0.1° around the surface normal, over an azimuthal

angle ^ of 360°. The elevation angle <P between the crystal surface and the

incident ion beam can be adjusted with an accuracy of 0.1° between 0° and 90°.

The electrostatic energy analyser can be rotated in the plane of incidence over

the angle 9 (scattering angle) between 0° and 130°.

The HgO* molecules were produced by injecting water vapour into the ion

source simultaneously with Ne gas. The source produced a mixed ion beam

consisting of about 95* Ne+, 5* H 20
+ and small amounts (< 1J) of 0H+ and 0 +

ions. The amount of 0H+ and 0 + ions could be varied by varying the electron

energy in the ion source. Therefore the experimental results obtained for high

electron energies (and therefore high beam currents and a considerable amount

of 0H+ and 0+) could be compared with the results obtained with a beam without

0H+ and 0 + (low electron energies and low beam currents). Control measurements

indicated that the experimental results of HgO* ion scattering does not depend

on the presence of Ne+ ions in the ion beam.

3.3 Experimental results

3.3.1 Energy distributions

The energy distributions of negatively and positively charged ion

fragments of the H 20
+ molecule were measured at various energies and scattering

angles.

Fig. 1 shows one energy spectrum of positively and one of negatively

charged ions scattered from an oxygen-covered Cu{110} surface upon bombardment

with a mixed beam of 4 keV Ne+ and HgO+ ions. The positions on the energy scale

of the oxygen recoil ions ejected upon collision with Ne+ ions enable us to

calibrate the energy scales of both spectra. The peaks can be related to ions

and ion fragments which are binary scattered by Cu atoms. We measured the

energy of the peaks of 0" originating from H 20
+, 0H+ and 0* as a function of

the scattering angle at specular reflection. Fig. 2 shows the results of these

measurements together with the theoretically calculated energy for these

fragments. In these calculations the smaller primary energy of the fragments

has been taken into account. Also indicated is the theoretical energy of binary

scattered Me+ ions. From figs 1 and 2 one can conclude that the energies of the

fragments are in agreement with the expected theoretical values for purely
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Fig. 1. Energy spectra of positively and negatively charged particles
ejected from an oxygen-covered Cu{110} surface upon bombardment with a
H keV mixed ion beam. The theoretical energies of the ions scattered by
Cu or oxygen are indicated. The theoretical energy of the oxygen recoil
ions is also given.

binary scattering of the individual atoms by Cu atoms. There was no indication

that the energy of the fragments was influenced by the binding of the atoms in

the molecule.

For small scattering angles it may be possible that some molecular

fragments (e.g. OH" from HgO+) survive the collision as molecules. Fig. 3 shows

part of an energy spectrum of negative ions. The two peaks are related to (i)

0" ions (from H20
+) scattered by Cu and to (ii) OH" ions (from H20

+) and/or 0"

ions (from 0H+) scattered by Cu. The difference between the energy of OH" ions

originating from HgO* and the energy of 0" ions originating from 0H+ is too

small for the OH" and 0" contributions to be observed separately, because of

the small difference in the energy of the primary particles ( 17/18 EQ for HgO*

and 16/17 E o for 0H
+). Therefore, changes in the intensity of the high-energy

peak (denoted by OH" in fig. 3) can be caused by changes in the OH" yield from

scattered H 20
+ or by changes in the 0" yield from scattered 0H+. Fig. 1 shows
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Fig. 2. The elastic energy factor for the peaks related to the
negatively charged fragments of the 4 keV primary particles as a
function of the scattering angle. The theoretical energies of oxygen
atoms (originating from different projectiles) scattered by Cu are
indicated by the solid lines. The theoretical energy of the Ne+ ions
scattered by Cu is given by the dashed line.

Fig. 3- Part of an energy spectrum of negatively charged fragments for
1 keV HgO and OH on Cu{110} at a scattering angle of 10° and an
elevation angle of 5 . The theoretical energy of 0~ and 0H~ fragments
of the H-O* molecules scattered by Cu are indicated.

Fig. 4. The intensity of the 0" and OH" peak as a function of the
scattering angle for 3 keV Hjf on Cui110} at specular reflection. The
vertical scales are different for the 0 and the OH peak intensities.
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the intensities of the 0" (of fig. 3) and the 0H~ peak as a function of the

scattering angle. The vertical scales for both plots are different. If we

assume that the yield of 0~ ions from OH* varies in the same way as the yield

of 0" ions from l^O* then we can attribute the enhanced intensity below a

scattering angle of 12° to OH" molecules originating from H 20
+ ions. This

assumption seems reasonable if we consider the process which leads to the

dissociation of H 20
+ into an OH molecule. When an H20 molecule impinges onto a

surface (fig. 5) it is very likely that one of the two hydrogen atoms wi31 i>e

the first to collide with a target atom. From the small mass of H it can be

deduced that when the hydrogen atom scatters the velocity and the direction of

the centre of mass (concentrated almost entirely in the remaining OH molecule)

is almost unchanged. The relative kinetic energy in the H - OH system (after

the H collision) is larger than the bond energy, so this H 20
+ molecule will

dissociate into an OH molecule and an H atom. The situation of this OH molecule

is nearly the same as the situation of the 0H+ molecule from the beam, except

for the fact that the kinetic energy is about 17/18 ths smaller than that of

0H+ and the internal energy is increased.

Erel. kin. > ^-binding

Fig. 5. An illustration of the dissociative scattering process of H-O
impinging on a surface. The impinging HJ3 molecule dissociates into an
H and an OH fragment. The dissociation of OH depends on the scattering
angle, the primary energy and the bond energy.
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Fig. 6. The ratio of the 0H~ and 0~ peak intensity as a function of the
scattering angle for 1.5 keV H 20

+ on Cu{110}. The energy of the
electrons in the ion source was 1H0 eV (o) and 20 eV (o).

Another way to find the fraction of surviving OH" molecules is to lower

the energy of the ionizing electrons in the ion source so that no more 0H+

molecules are produced. Fig. 6 shows the ratios between the yield of 0" ions

from H 20
+ ions and the yield of ions with an energy equal to the energy of

surviving OH" from H 20
+ as a function of the scattering angle, for two electron

energies. These ratios are relatively large for small scattering angles. For

large scattering angles one can observe that the ratio becomes constant. This

indicates that for these scattering angles no OH molecules survive the

collision. This is also supported by the decrease in the ratio to zero for the

case where no 0H+ is produced. From figs U and 6 we can now conclude that 0H~

molecules which are scattered by Cu can survive such a collision and that a

maximum scattering angle for survival can be obtained.
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3.3.2 A dissociative scattering model

The scattering of ions from surfaces has often been described as a single

hard collision between the ion and a single target atom [5-8]. Multiple

scattering events have been treated as deviations from this single collision

(e.g. shadow cone model) or as a series of collisions which are equally hard

(channelling, specular reflection).

The scattering of molecular ions from surfaces is more complex than the

scattering of ions because at least three particles are involved and not only

repulsive forces but also attractive forces have to be taken into account. We

shall describe the scattering of a diatomic molecule by a single target atom.

We assume that the distance between the atoms in the molecule is so large that

only one atom can collide with and be scattered by the target atom, whereas the

second atom hardly interacts with the target atom. We shall calculate the

internal energy (vibrational and rotational) of the molecule after this binary

collision and compare this internal energy with the energy of the molecular

binding.

The energy of a particle which has been scattered elastically by a single

target atom can be calculated from the conservation laws of energy and

momentum. Such a calculation results in [6]:

F(A, #) = ~-
o

where F denotes the elastic energy factor, E f the energy after scattering, E Q

the primary energy, <J the scattering angle and A the mass ratio between target

atom and projectile.

The two atoms of the molecule with masses Mg and Mb have the same initial

velocity (v ), nsni ly the velocity of the molecule:
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The kinetic energy of the individual atoms, E o a and E o b, is expressed as

M

M.
v = o _,
ob M a + 1^ o

After the collision of atom 'b1 with the target atom the velocity of atom 'b'

Vfb can be expressed with the help of eq. 1 as:

• M

'fb ob lM. ' b ; ob b v J

The increase in internal energy of the molecule is equal to the relative

kinet

• b 1 .

kinetic energy E r of the two atoms of the molecule after the collision of atom

MM,
a ^

' I vfb

. E (1 + F. - 2 cos 6. ST.) (5)
CMa + M^)2 * "o^' ̂  'b ' *•"" "b ' *b

For small scattering angles of atom b and for A > 1 this equation can be

developed to:

Er = (Ma
M! y Eo

The total kinetic energy of the molecule after the collision can be calculated

from the velocity of the centre of mass of the molecule:
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+'nb)2
 Eo ( Fb Mb 2 + M a 2 + m

a \ C O S * b

The scattering angle of the molecule ( 0 z) can be found by calculating the

direction of the centre of mass:

sin »z = sin * . + ^ (8)
a t> b b

sin *?̂  .
b ' M +

Formulas 6, 7 and 8 now express the internal energy, the total kinetic

energy and the direction of the molecule respectively after the atom b has been

scattered by a target atom.

We distinguish two cases: (i) the internal energy has become larger than

the bond energy, so the molecule dissociates and (ii) the internal energy is

smaller than the bond energy. In the latter case dissociation by this

dissociation mechanism is not possible, -and formulas 6, 7 and 8 give the

initial state of the molecule for a possible subsequent collision.

From these arguments one can deduce that for a 'binary1 scattered molecule

there is a critical scattering angle for the atom 'b' above which the molecule

will always be dissociated. This critical scattering angle dQ depends on the

primary energy, on the bond energy and on the masses of atoms involved and can

be calculated from equation 5 or 6 by substituting the bond energy for Er. If

the molecule is scattered in a multiple collision event the internal energy

will have to be added up for all the collisions ana then has to be compared tc

the bond energy. This too will result in a critical scattering angle above

which the molecule will always dissociate.

3.3.3 Critical scattering angle

We derived the critical scattering angle for the survival of OH molecules

as a function of primary energies of the HgO+ molecules in a type of experiment

similar to that which led to the results shown in figs 1 and 6. The results of
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these measurements are shown in fig. 7 in a double-logarithmic plot. The line

which is fitted through the data points is obtained with the help of eq. 6 for

a bond energy of 3.5 (± 1.0) eV. The slope of this line is - 1/2, as can be

deduced from eq. 6.

From these results we can conclude that the model presented describes the

dissociative scattering of H 20
+ on a Cu{110} surface reasonably well. The

theoretically expected relation between scattering angle and primary energy is

in agreement with the experiment. Although the measurements are not accurate

enough for bond energies to be determined accurately, the found value of 3.5 eV

is of the same order as the well-known value of the bond energy found by other

methods [9].

20'

W

H2O
+—* Cu(110)

NEGATIVE IONS

I I i I i i i I I I i I I

1 5 10
ENERGY (keV)

Fig. 7. The critical scattering angle for survival of 0H~ as a function
of the primary energy of the H20 molecule. The theoretical critical
scattering angle for a bond energy of 3.5 eV is indicated by the line.
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The signals related to H.,0 were surpricingly high.
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3.3.4 Cross sections

The intensity of the 0" ions (originating from dissociated 4 keV H20
+

ions) which were scattered by Cu atoms was surprisingly high and varied

considerably with the azimuthal direction of incidence. The variation of this

intensity with the azimuthal angle of incidence has been used in experiments in

which the geometry of the first two layers of a clean and oxygen-oovered

surface was investigated [4, 5, 10], In these papers it was established that

the intensity in the main crystallographic directions (<100> and <011>) at a

scattering angle of 45° and at an elevation angle of incidence of 22° was

caused by 0" ions which were binary scattered from the first two layers of the

crystal surface. In these directions focussing effects, shadowing and blocking

effects on atoms of the second layer are minimal.

To avoid these effects we measured the intensities of 0+, 0~, H+ and H~

ions which were scattered by Cu in the <011> direction and compared these

intensities to the intensity of Ne+ ions scattered by Cu under the same

experimental conditions. The primary beam currents were measured by applying a

positive bias potential of 30 V to the target so that the secondary electrons

ejected from the surface would be captured. From these measurements the ratio

of the cross sections for the ejection of ionised fragments could be

calculated. These ratios are given in table 1. Although these ratios depend

strongly on the actual experimental conditions they give an indication of the

order of magnitude of the relative cross sections involved.

Ratio of cross sections

H20
+ 1-0" 5.8 + 0.5

H 20
+ -»• 0 + 0.07 ± 0.02

H 20
+ •+ H* 0.04 ± 0.02

H 20
+ ->• H~ 0.01 ± 0.005

Table 1. The ratio between the cross sections for detecting the
various fragments of the impinging H20 molecule and the cross section
for detecting of Ne scattered by Cu. All cross sections were
determined for a primary beam of 4 keV primary energy, at a scattering
angle of 45 , an elevation angle of incidence of 22 and in the <011>
azimuthal direction.
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3.4 Discussion and conclusions

The scattering of a molecular ion from a solid target has been described

in terms of binary scattering of the individual atoms of the molecule. The

experimental results agreed with the theoretically derived relations between

the energy after scattering and the critical scattering angle. The bond energy

was calculated with this simple dissociative scattering model, using the

dependence between the critical scattering angle for the survival of OH and the

energy; this bond energy was of the same order as the bond energy of the OH

molecule known from the literature [91. Binary scattering at small elevation

and scattering angles is not possible because of shadowing and blocking

effects. However, as will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5, in the case of

these small angles the OH molecule is scattered in a multiple collision event

and the internal kinetic energies obtained in these series of soft collisions

have to be added and compared to the bond energy. For a symmetric double

collision this would result in a bond energy of 2" 1 / 2 of the value found for

singly scattered OH molecules.

Formulas 1-8 were derived on the assumption that the H atom does not

interact with the target atom, but this assumption is not valid for 4 keV HgO

at a scattering angle of 20°. (The scattering angle of an H-atom with an energy

of about 200 eV may be of the same order as the scattering angle of the

0-atom). The influence of this interaction can increase or decrease the

internal energy of the OH molecule. Both these influences (of the double

collisions and of the H interaction with Cu) on the internal energy of the OH

molecule will lead to a decreased slope of the Y Q H ~ ^ O ~ ratio as a function of

the scattering angle. This can be observed in fig. 6.

These effects and a possible increase of the internal e."»-;»y due to the

first collision of the H-atom have to be taken into account in a better

description of the dissociation process.

However, because of the good qualitative agreement between the experiments

and the theory we believe that our simple model describes the most important

mechanismes of the dissociative scattering.

The cross section for the production of 0" from HgO* is large compared to

that of Me*. From the neutralisation probability of Ne+ (95-97X [13]) one can

estimate that the ionisation probability of 0" is of the order of 10-509. This

high percentage enables us to use small primary beam currents in H-jO*

scattering experiments.
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CHAPTER 4

THE SURFACE GEOMETRY OF THE FIRST LAYER

Angular distributions of keV Ne+ ions and 0~ ions (from H~0 projectiles)
scattered from a Cull 10} surface were measured for different elevation angles
of incidence and ejection. The strong structures in the azimuthal distributions
of the scattered ions for small elevation angles are interpreted with the help
of a shadow cone model. The experimental results for Me are compared with
those for O~ and the influence of charge-exchange processes on the angular
distributions is discussed. Except in the case of small elevation angles of
ejection it is found that the azimuthal variation in the neutralisation
probability can be Ignored in the description of the structure of the azimuthal
distributions. It is the shadowing and blocking effects which mainly determine
the structure of the azimuthal distributions. Therefore these distributions can
easily be used for surface structure analysis. The relative intensities in the
closed-packed directions are found to be an indication for the number of
surface defects and irregularities, i.e. for the quality of the single crystal
surface.

4.1 Introduction

In recent years many experiments have been performed in which low energy

noble gas ions have been scattered from single crystal targets to obtain

information about the scattering process [1], blocking and focussing effects

[2] and neutralisation processes [3]. These processes and effects depend among

other things on the geometry of the atoms in the surface layers. Consequently,

structural information has been derived from observations of the anisotropies

of the ion scattering intensities [2,4].
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For investigations of phenomena relating to the topmost surface layer

.ioble gas ions were generally used because these ions have a large

neutralisation probability when scattered from deeper surface layers. This

neutralisation makes Low Energy Ion Scattering Spectroscopy (LEIS) a technique

which is extremely surface sensitive. However this large neutralisation

probability can also influence the angular distribution of ions scattered from

the first surface layer. Thus, structure in the angular distributions of

scattered ions can be caused not only by the kinematics of the collision but

also by a variation in the neutralisation probability.

For the study of surface geometry with LEIS one generally uses angular

distributions of scattered ions measured only for a small number of incidence

directions (i.e. only in the main crystallographic directions). In order to

interpret such measurements and to devise a surface structure model some

assumptions have to be made about the neutralisation probability and the

interatomic potential, and atom locations can be determined only by computer

calculations. In this procedur symmetries in the surface geometry are not

used. The fact that assumptions have to be made about the neutralisation

probability and the interatomic potential, diminishes the credibility of LEIS

as an analytical technique for surface structures.

To overcome some of the above-mentioned problems we have measured the

intensity of scattered ions as a function of both the azimuthal and polar angle

of incidence at various scattering angles. The observed structure in the

angular scattering distributions can be described reasonably well with a model

in which atomic screening of neighbouring surface atoms is taken into account

(shadow cone model).

The influence of the neutralisation probability on the ion scattering

intensities will be determined by comparing the results of Ne+ scattering

experiments with the results of dissociative HgO* scattering experiments. In

the latter experiments the ar.^ular distribution of the 0" ion fragment was

measured. Information about the neutralisation is obtained by comparing both

types of experimental results. This is possible because the process leading to

the formation of Ne+ and 0" from the respective projectiles (Ne+, H20
+) differs

in a characteristic way.

In this paper we report the results of the scattering experiments involving

atoms of the first surface layer only. We shall demonstrate that the shadow

cone model is applicable, that the azimuthal variation in the neutralisation

probability may be ignored and that a quantitative measure for the number or

surface defects and irregularities can be found.
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4.2 Ion scattering

When a fast ion is scattered by a single atom its energy after the

collision depends on the kinetics of the elastic collision and on the inelastic

(electronic) energy losses. At scattering angles and primary energies of the

ions used in our experiments the elastic energy loss is large compared to the

inelastic energy losses. The energy of the scattered ions after the collision

is then entirely determined by the scattering angle and the mass ratio of the

particles involved (the "single scattering energy").

In the scattering of an ion from a single crystal target the influence of

multiple interactions on the energy and direction of the ion has to be taken

into account in the description of the process. It has been shown [8,5] that

the ion scattering process can be described reasonably well by a series of

successive binary collisions.

For ions scattered from the outermost surface layers, where electronic

stopping is negligible, the energy of the ion after a multiple collision

sequence will be higher than the energy of an ion scattered by a single atom.

When the scattering occurs mainly at a single target atom the deviation from

the theoretical "single scattering energy" is snail (less than 5%). In those

case.s the small changes in the direction of the ion caused by weak interactions

are more important for the description of the scattering process than is the

change in energy.

A projectile which impinges on a surface atom will be deflected from the

surface atom. Consequently, behind this target atom there will be a shadow cone

which will not contain any primary particles, i.e. the flux of primary

particles inside the shadow cone is zero. At the edge of the shadow cone there

will be an enlarged flux of scattered projectiles. When a target atom is

located inside the shadow cone of another target a ton the primary ion cannot

hit this shadowed atom at a small impact parameter. Therefore there will be no

large angle scattering by the shadowed atom. So this atom will make no

contribution to the distribution of scattered primary particles at large

scattering angles. Because of the regularities in the atom positions in a

single crystal surface there will be a set of incidence directions where this

shadowing effect will cause a decreased scattering intensity at large

scattering angles.
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Fig. 1. The shape of the shadow oone calculated for: ft the inverse
square power potential (analytical, a = 132 eV ft ) and B the Holiere
potential (numerical), both for 4 keV Ne ions on Cu.
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Kig. 2. A schematic top-view of the atoms in the first surface layer
of Cu{110). The main crystallographic directions are indicated.
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This decreased intensity is not only expected for certain directions of

incidence but also for certain directions of ejection. When a primary particle

is scattered at a target atom it wil interact with neighbouring target atoms

and it will be deflected in another direction. Due to this blocking effect a

shadow will form behind the blocking atom and in this shadow the intensity of

scattered particles will also be decreased. For a single crystal surface this

blocking effect will cause a decreased ion intensity at certain ejection

directions.

The shape of the shadow cone depends on the interatomic potential, the

energy of the projectile and the masses of the colliding particles. In fig. 1

the shadow cone is plotted for an inverse square power potential and for the

Moliere approximation of the Thomas-Fermi interatomic potential [6J for H keV

Ne+ ions impinging on a copper atom.

For the inverse square power potential the shape of the shadow cone can be

expressed analytically as [73:

where R,, is the radius of the shadow cone at a distance 1 behind the shadower,

•a1 the proportionality constant of the inverse square power potential and EQ

the primary energy of the projectile.

For the inverse square power potential "the angular size" of the shadow cone

is:

Q - arctan(Rs/l) = J ( ~ ~ J ) U* (2)
o

When one applies such a shadow and blocking cone model to a single crystal

surface one can in principle derive the sizes of the solid angles in which

shadowing and blocking will occur. The size of the blocking cone can be derived

from the size of the shadow cone for a parallel beam by reversing the

trajectory of the primary particle. When a parallel beam is focussed by an atom

on a second atom which is situated on the edge of the shadow cone of the first

atom then (reversing the trajectories) particles starting at the second atom

will be deflected by the first atom and focussed into a parallel beam. When,

however the second atom is situated inside the shadow cone of the first atom
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then it is not possible for a particle, started at the second atom, to be

ejected into the original direction of the primary beam. From these

considerations it can be easily seen that for particles with the same energy

the angular size of the blocking cone is equal to the angular size of the

shadow cone. Note that the angular size of the blocking cone depends on the

distance between the first and the second atom, but not on the distance behind

the blocking atom.

Shadowing and blocking can occur simultaneously when the scattering plane

is parallel to a main erystallographic direction. In such a direction all atoms

of the first surface layer are situated in parallel strings of atoms, all of

which are at the same, small interatomic distance (see e.g. fig. 2). At small

elevation angles of incidence the shadowing effect gives an upper limit for the

possible scattering angle and the blocking effect gives a lower limit (these

limits are the same limits found for the so-called multiple scattering loops on

atomic strings [8]). The actual values for these limits depend on energy, on

the masses of the particles involved and on the distance between adjacent atoms

in the string. For a very snail interatonic distance or small incidence angle

these upper and lower limits will converge towards the scattering angle of

specular reflection. In these cases the strings allow only specular reflection.

The intensity of ions at a certain scattering angle is determined not only

by the shadowing and blocking effects but also by the neutralisation

probability of the ions on their trajectory through the surface. For noble gas

ions with an energy of a few keV the neutralisation probability of the ions

scattered from the first surface layer is already very large (> 90S) 193.

Therefore ions scattered from the second or deeper layers of the crystal will

hardly contribute to the intensity of the scattered ions. Also, when a

scattered ion passes close to a neighbouring target atora its neutralisation

probability may increase due to a local increase in the density ot electrons

that could participate in a charge exchange process [10], Whereas such a

localised density of electrons may lead to a decrease in the ion intensities of

positively charged ions, one expects the opposite behaviour when negatively

charged scattered ions are detected. We did show before [14] that H 20
+ ions

scatter dissociatively from a copper surface and that 0~ ion fragments are

formed. So we have used Ne+ and HjO* ions to investigate this presumably

opposite behaviour of the charge exchange effects in the ion scattering

intensities. Thus a comparison of the intensities of detected Ne+ and 0~ ions

as a function of the direction of incidence and ejection might yield

information about these charge exchange processes and about the shaiowing and

blocking effects.
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4.3 Experimental set-up

The details of the apparatus and the experimental conditions are described

elsewhere [11]. The experiments were performed in an ultra-high-vacuum

apparatus (residual gas pressure in the 10~10 torr range) equipped with an

electon-impact ion source, a flat-plate electrostatic energy analyser [12] and

a high precision target manipulator [133. Typical performance of the ion

source: ion-energy between 500 and 8000 eV, beam current 100 nA, beam diameter

3 mm and energy spread smaller than 30 eV. With the target manipulator the

Cu{110} crystal can be rotated around the surface normal over an azimuthal

angle t (in the present paper defined as the angle between the <011> direction

in the {110} surface and the projection of the incoming beam on the surface) of

360° with an accuracy of 0.1°. The elevation angle of incidence <p between the

surface and the incident ion beam can be adjusted with an accuracy of 0.1°. The

electrostatic energy analyser can be rotated in the plane of incidence over an

angle 0 (defining the scattering angle) between 0 and 130°. The angular

resolution of the analyser in the scattering plane is about 4°.

The target was cleaned by low angle sputtering with 4 keV Ne+ ions and the

crystal structure was monitored by Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) and

by measuring the azimuthal and polar distributions of scattered Ne+ ions.

After cleaning the target, energy spectra of scattered and recoiled ions did

only show the presence of some hydrogen on the surface (see e.g. fig. 3, curve

a).

All experiments were performed with the target at room temperature an with

a mixed ion beam, consisting of about 95% Ne+ and 5% H 20
+ ions. The dose needed

to obtain one energy spectrum or angular distribution was less than 10+1<l

particles per cm .

During the experiments the degree of oxygen coverage was never more than 2%

of the maximum degree of coverage (half a monolayer).

The structure in the angular distributions of scattered Ne+ and 0~ ions

which was used to determine the geometry of the first surface layer did not

depend on the dose. As will be shown in the following sections the intensity of

scattered Ne+ ions in closest-packed directions of the crystal is an indication

of the number of defects. We used this intensity to monitor the quality of the

crystal surface.
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4.4 Experimental results

We measured the intensity of positively or negatively charged particles

ejected from the Cu{110} surface upon bombardment with Ne+ and H 20
+ ions as a

function of the energy after scattering and of the polar and azimuthal angle of

incidence for various scattering angles.

For all primary ions used the energy spectra showed peaks which could be

related to ions which were singly scattered by Cu atoms (the "copper peak", see

fig. 3 for the case of 4 keV Ne+ and H 20
+ on Cu{110}). From the average

intensities of 0 + ions, 0~ ions and Ne+ ions, scattered by Cu atoms, it was

found that the 0~ ion yield is about 6 times larger than the Ne+ ion yield and

about 80 times larger than the 0 + ion yield at a scattering angle of 45° and an

elevation angle of incidence of 22° [14]. The energy of the copper peak hardly

depended on the azimuthal angle of incidence. We measured the height of this

copper peak as a function of the azimuthal angle of incidence ("azimuthal

distribution") with the analyser set at a constant detection energy. Since the

shift in peak energy (about 48, cf. fig. 11) was small compared to the width of

the peak (about 7% of the peak energy, ef. fig. 3) and the energy resolution of

the analyser (about 4%), the srror introduced by measuring this intensity at

fixed analyser energy was found to be within 5% of the peak height.

4.4.1 Azimuthal distributions of Ne + ions

In the case of 4 keV Ne+ ion scattering we measured the height of the copper

peak as a function of the azimuthal angle of incidence at a scattering angle of

110°. For small elevation angles of incidence the detected ions are ejected

nearly perpendicular to the surface. This experimental configuration eliminates

to a large extent angular structure caused by blocking and neutralisation

effects on the outgoing trajectory. In fig. 4 an azimuthal distribution of 4

keV Ne+ ions for an incidence angle of 8° is shown. Dips are observed in many

incidence directions.

In fig. 2 a schematic representation of the Cu{110} surface layer is given.

The atoms of the first surface layer and the main crystallographic directions

in the {110} plane are indicated. Comparing the azimuthal distribution of fig.

4 with the geometry of the Cu{110} surface, we see that the dips correspond to
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra of positively charged particles ejected from a
clean and oxygen covered Cu{110} surface upon bombardment with a 4
keV mixed ion beam (95* Ne+, 5% H 20

+). The theoretical energies of
the Ne+ ions, scattered by Cu and T>y adsorbed oxygen are indicated.
The theoretical energies of the H ion fragments scattered from Cu
and the energies of the oxygen and hydrogen recoils are given also.
Curve 'a' represents the energy spectrum of the clean surface and
curve 'b' that of the surface partial covered with oxygen.

the main crystallographic directions. The (angular) width and the depth of the

dips are related to the interatomic distance; i.e. deep and wide dips in very

close-packed directions, less pronounced dips in less close-packed directions.

The width of a dip depends on the azimuthal width of the shadow cone at the

neighbouring atom. The depth will depend on the fraction of blocked atoms in

the surface and on the azimuthal resolution of the analyser. For a perfect

crystal and an ideal analyser this fraction will be 100$ at zero temperature in

the main crystallographic directions.

In the closest-packed directions the depth will be determined mainly by

surface defects and irregularities when the crystal is at room temperature

(compare the dips in the <100>, <211> and <011> direction). In the other main

crystallographic directions thermal vibrations, the resolution of the analyser

and the angular spread of the ion beam will decrease the depth of the dips.

Therefore the intensity in the <100> and <011> can be used to monitor the

number of defects and irregularities in the crystal.
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4 keV Ne*—.Cu (110)

AZIMUTHAL ANGLE <l>

Fig. 4. Azimuthal distribution of Ne ions scattered by Cu in a
Cn{110} surface at a scattering angle of 110 , upon bombardment with
4 keV Ne+ ions at an elevation angle of 8°.

At a scattering angle of 110° the intensity of scattered ions is low because

the scattering cross section decreases strongly with the scattering angle.

Another disadvantage of using this large scattering angle is that Ne+ ions

scattered by atomic species with a mass smaller than the mass of Ne+ cannot be

detected, because single scattering over large angles is not possible in that

situation. Therefore we have also used a scattering angle of 15°. However, then

on the outgoing trajectory neutralisation and blocking effects may influence

the structure of the azimuthal distributions.

In fig. 5 an azimuthal distribution for 4 keV Ne+ on Cu{110} is shown at an

incidence angle of 8° (the same angle as in fig. 4) and a scattering angle of

45°. Since there was no dramatic difference between the shape of this

distribution and that shown in fig. 4, we conclude that at an ejection angle of

37° the influence of neutralisation and blocking processes on the shape of the

azimuthal structure can be neglected.

As already mentioned the blocking effect should give a similar structure in

the azimuthal distributions at small ejection angles of the scattered ions, as
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was observed for small incidence angles (fig. 5). In fig. 6 we show an

azimuthal distribution at a scattering angle of 45° and an incidence angle of

36°. Although the intensity of Ne+ ions scattered by Cu atoms is significantly

less than the intensity at an incidence angle of 8° we can still observe a

blocking structure with dips in the main crystallographic directions.

Again the width of both azimuthal distributions at a scattering angle of 15°

reflect the interatomic distance in the surface rows. In fig.5 the depths of

the dips in the <100>, the <211> and the <011> directions are approximately

equal, indicating that the intensity in those main directions is related to

surface defects and irregularities.

To check whether or not neutralisation processes or particles scattered from

deeper (i.e. second) layers contribute to the azimuthal structure we measured

the azimuthal distribution at a scattering angle of 45° and an incidence angle

of 23° (fig. 7). In this situation of nearly specular reflection we know from

the interatomic distance and from the estimated radius of the shadow cone (see

fig.1) that mutual blocking and shadowing of atoms of the first layer will not

occur. Therefore we do not expect to see any azimuthal structure caused by

these effects. However, the effects of the shadowing of atoms of the second

layer by atoms of the first layer and the blocking of ions scattered at atoros

of the second layer will possibly contribute to a structure in the azimuthal

distribution.

From the absence of structure in fig. 7 we conclude that (i) no blocking or

shadowing of the first layer atoms occurs, (ii) ions scattered from the second

layer do not contribute and (iii) in this case the azimuthal variation of the

neutralisation probability is small. The contribution of ions scattered from

the second layer atoms is not seen because of their large neutralisation

probability.

From the results presented so far, it appears that the shadow-cone model can

explain all the observed phenomena. Although neutralisation has a marked

influence on the intensity of ions scattered from the first and second,layer

atoms, we have now established that for larger elevation angles the azimuthal

variation of the neutralisation is small compared to the observed shadowing and

blocking structure.

For small elevation angles a localised neutralisation model in which

neutralisation takes place mainly in the vicinity of surface atoms can still

explain all the observed structures, because then the same geometrical

arguments apply which we used to explain the structure with the help of the

shadow cone model. To investigate the influence of possible localised charge
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Fig. 5. Azimuthal distribution of Ne+ ions scattered by Cu in
Cull10} surface at a scattering angle of 45 , upon bombardment with
keV Ne ions at an elevation angle of 8 .
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Fig. 6. Azimuthal distributions of Ne ions scattered by Cu in a
Cu{110) surface at a scattering angle og 45
keV Ne ions at an elevation angle of 36 .
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Fig. 7. Azimuthal distribution of Ne+ ions scattered by Cu in a
CuftiO} surface at a scattering angle of 45 , upon bombardment with 4
keV Ne ions at an elevation angle of 23°.

exchange processes we have studied the angular distributions of the 0"

intensity.

4.4.2 Azimuthal distribution* of O- ions

Impinging H20* molecules are dissociatively scattered from a copper surface

[14], The resulting 0" fragments have energies that correspond to the energy

calculated from the elastic energy loss for 0 scattered by Cu, if the smaller

primary energy (16/18 of Efl) of the 0 atom is taken into account. The mass of

an oxygen atom is close to the mass of Ne+, so the shadow cone for 0" on Cu is

comparable to the shadow cone for Ne+ on Cu. The measurements of the azimuthal

distributions with 4 keV H 20
+ molecules were performed at a scattering angle of

15°. In fig. 8A and B the azimuthal distributions of 0" ions singly scattered

by Cu are shown for an angle of incidence and an angle of ejection of 7°

respectively. Dips can be observed in the same azimuthal directions as in the
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Fig. 8. Azimuthal distributions of 0" ions
Cu{110} surface at a scattering angle of *I5
keV H»0+ ions at an elevation angle of (A) 7° and (B) 38

scattered by Cu in a
upon bombardment with 4
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Ne+ experiment. The small peak in the <100> direction inside the shadow dip is

caused by scattering contributions from the second layer [15]. The width and

depth of the dips are related to the interatomic distance in the same way as in

the He* experiments, but now here the shape of the dips is more rounded.

Nevertheless, from the width and depth of the dips in both the Ne+ and H 20
+

experiments, we can conclude that the dips in the azimuthal distributions are

caused mainly by shadowing and blocking effects, and not by atom-localised

charge exchange effects.

It was found, by comparing the average intensities for the Ne+ and the f^O*

experiments, that for Ne+ ejected at small elevation angles the intensity is

much less than at small incidence angles and the same scattering angle, (see

e.g. fig. 13) whereas for the 0" ions at the same ejection angle the intensity

is not decreased. Thus, we may conclude that charge-exchange processes on the

outgoing trajectory determine mainly the charge state of the Ne and that these

processes do not depend strongly on the geometry of the surface atoms.

4.4.3 Photograms of trw first layer

We now know that the structure in the angular distributions of scattered

particles is dominated by the geometry of the surface layer. We can therefore

use this structure to determine the geometry of the surface layers.

The width of the shadow dip in an azimuthal distribution (A<M depends not

only on the primary energy of the impinging ion and on the interatomic distance

of the atoms in a surface row (see formula 2) but also on the polar angle

between the incoming beam and the interatomic axis. For atoms in the first

surface layer this polar angle is equal to the incidence angle f. The width of

the shadowing dip can then be expressed by:

At//2 - fl2 - <p2 (3)

A similar expression can be derived for the width of the blocking dip but

then represents the ejection angle of the particles. Thus, varying the

elevation angle of incidence or varying the ejection angle will lead to

azimuthal distributions in which the widths of the dips will vary with the

angles actually used.
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Fig. 9. A <fi - * diagram indicating the angular directions in which
the shadowing and blocking dips are at half their depth for 4 keV Ne+

on Cu(110} at a scattering angle of H5°. The drawn circles correspond
to undisturbed shadow cones, calculated for an inverse square power
potential.
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Fig. 10. A photogram of the first surface layer for H keV Ne+ on
Cu(110) at a scattering angle of 45 . The intensities of the copper
peak are indicated with several shades of grey, the darker dots
corresponding to higher intensities.
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We have measured azimuthal distributions of Ne+ and 0~ ions as a function of

the elevation angle. We have indicated in a <fi - \fr diagram (fig. 9) the

azimuthal angle at which the blocking and shadowing dips in the azimuthal

distributions are at half their maximum depth. From formula 3 it is easy to see

that the half depth positions in a <P - 1> diagram must be situated on a circle

with radius 8 and the centre at *it i>^. The angles f i and ^ give the

direction of the atom row axis. Fig. 10 shows a type of <fl - 1/ diagram similar

to that of fig. 9, but here the ion intensity in the azimuthal distributions is

indicated by a white, grey or black dot (depending on the intensity) for many

elevation angles. We call this a panorama-photogram of the atoms in the first

surface layer because this <P - $ diagram gives a picture of the first surface

layer atoms as they would be 'seen' by an atom in that layer (i.e. light areas

indicate atoms). One clearly sees circles in the main crystallographic

directions with radii relating to the interatomic distance between the atoms in

one row.

At small elevation angles (< 5°) the picture is faint due to a strong

decrease in the intensity of the detected particles. This decrease is caused by

decreased primary ion intensity per surface unit at small incidence angles.

4.4.4 Multiple scattering and neutralisation

When the ion beam is aligned along a main crystallographic direction there

are three different situations in the elastic scattering process. At very small

elevation angles of incidence of the ion beam the surface atoms in the row are

situated in the shadow of preceding atoms. In this situation only specular

reflection is possible and, consequently, at relatively large detection angles

one can only observe ions which are scattered by surface defects and

irregularities. These scattered ions have undergone only one binary interaction

with a surface atom. The energy of these ions is equal to the energy expected

for a purely elastically 'binary scattered' particle.

At a somewhat larger elevation angle of incidence the edge of the shadow of

a surface atom in the row will fall on the neighbouring surface atom. In this

case a pure binary collision with one surface atom is not possible, but double

scattering (i.e. scattering over a small angle into the edge of the shadow cone

followed by scattering over a larger angle) is likely to occur. Particles that

are scattered in this way from the surface atom rows have energies which are

somewhat higher than the "binary scattering energy".
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Fig. 11. The energy of the copper peak as function of the elevation
angle of incidence for Ne ions scattered from Cut 110} at a
scattering angle of 125 , given for two main crystallographic
directions of incidence.

At still larger elevation angles the influence of neighbouring surface atoms

on the energy of nearly single-scattered ions will decrease and the energy of

the scattered ions again comes close to the theoretical binary scattering

energy.

In fig. 11 the energy at which the maximum intensity of scattered Ne+ ions

is found in the energy spectra of M keV Ne+ ions is plotted as a function of

the elevation angle of incidence. The scattering angle was fixed at 125°. A

rise and fall of the peak energy is observed in accordance with the mechanism

discussed above. When one compares this behaviour of the peak energy with the

intensity of the Ne+ scattering peak in the energy spectra as a function of the
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elevation angle (fig. 12) one sees that the maximum of the peak energy is

situated at nearly the same angle of incidence as the sharp rise at half

maximum of the peak intensity curves. In relation to fig. 12, it has to be

noticed that the range of elevation angles, where the peak intensity rises, is

broadened by the angular resolution of the analysing system.
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Fig. 12. The height of the copper peak as a function of the elevation
angle of incidence for Ne+ ions scattered on Cu{110} at a scattering
angle of 125 , given for two main erystallographic directions of
incidence.
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Since the impact parameter for scattering over a total angle of 125 is

approximately the same in both the single collision and the hard collision of

the double collision sequence the neutralisation probability does not change

rapidly in the range of incidence angles in which the peak intensity increases.

From this consideration we expect to see a sharp increase of the Cu peak

intensity and a shift of the peak energy to a higher value, both at the same

elevation angle. This is indeed observed in fif*. 11 and 12. Therefore we can

conclude that the increase in the intensity is not caused by a decrease in the

neutralisation probability but by the shadowing effect discussed above. This

confirms the previous conclusion that for 4 keV Ne+ ions at small angles of

incidence the depths and the widths of the dips in the azimuthal distributions

are determined only by shadowing effects.

Other evidence for this conclusion is found in measurements of the ion

scattering intensities as a function of the elevation angle of incidence for

different primary energies. In fig. 13 the results of such measurements are

shown for 4 keV Ne+ and 7 keV Ne+ ions scattered by Cu atoms at various angles

of incidence. The scattering angle was fixed at 110°. At low elevation angles

of incidence and also at low ejection angles with respect to the surface,

hardly any scattering intensity is observed. At larger angles of incidence an
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increase in the intensity is observed, which indicates that surface atoms are

no longer shadowed by neighbouring surface atoms. However, more important for

possible neutralisation effects is the observation that there is only a small

shift in the slope of the distributions at low elevation angles when the plots

for 4 keV and 7 keV Ne+ are compared. This small shift can be explained by the

difference in primary energy. For higher primary energier the shadow cone will

be somewhat smaller than for lower energies. With equation 2 it can be

calculated that a shift of about 2° can be expected for these primary energies.

At small elevation angles of ejection, however, a large shift in the intensity

increase can be observed for the two different energies. From these effects we

can also conclude that neutralisation effects are not important for the

structure in azimuthal distributions at low elevation angles of incidence. In

the case of low ejection angles, however, the neutralisation may make small

contributions to the structure in azimuthal distributions.

4.5 Comparison of experimental results with theory

The experimental results presented above prove that most of the structure in

the angular distributions of scattered particles can be explained qualitatively

by shadowing and blocking effects involving only the geometry of the surface

and the kinematics of the scattering process.

From the shape of the shadow cone (see fig.l) we can calculate with the help

of equation 3 the angular width of the shadowing and blocking cones. In fig. 14

these widths are shown together with the widths determined from the

experimental results. The widths of the cones in the experimental results were

obtained from the shadow and blocking dips in the azimuthal distributions by

taking the widths of the dips at half minimum. For both potentials used the

theoretical curves are fitted to the experimental width at an interatomic

distance of 2.56 8. The agreement between the theoretical curves and the

experimental data points is reasonably good. The curve for potential I (a/r2)

diverges at larger interatomic distances because this potential decreases too

slowly as a function of the distance.
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Fig. 14. The angular width of the shadow cone+ (see text) as a
function of the interatomic distance for H keV Ne+ on Cu{110}. (•):
experimental results, (a ): theoretical result for the Moliere
potential and (A): theoretical result for the a/r potential.

4.6 Discussion and conclusions

The main conclusion that can be drawn is that most of the phenomena in the

presented experimental data can be explained by the shadow cone model and that

neutralisation of scattered particles hardly plays any part in the structure of

azimuthal distributions of ions at not too small ejection angles. We have

demonstrated that although neutralisation of the He* ions is very large, the

structure observed in the azimuthal distributions at small elevation angles of

incidence is caused by shadowing effects at the incoming trajectory. The

similarity between the azimuthal distributions of the Ne and the HjO

experiments and the absence of structure in the azimuthal distribution at

specular reflection at a scattering angle of 45° justify this conclusion. From

fig. 13 one can conclude that at large scattering angles the charge state of

the Ne+ ion immediately before the collision is not important. The charge state

of the Ne in the analyser will be completely dominated by the neutralisation
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processes and/or de-excitation processes at the outgoing trajectory. These

processes depend mainly on the ejection direction and the energy of the

particle. This can be explained by the following well-known model. There is a

high probability that the incoming Ne+ ion will be neutralised, and in the hard

collision the He will be ionised or excited into a high state, eventually

followed by an auto-ionisation process.

By measuring azimuthal and polar distributions at different primary

energies (see fig. 13) one can obtain information about the neutralisation

processes. With the shadowing and blocking effects it is possible to determine

the geometry of the atoms in the first surface layer in a simple way; i.e.

observe the width of the shadowing dips in azimuthal distributions or

photograms.

The geometry of atoms in the second layer can also be determined by

measuring azimuthal and polar distributions, although now the influence of the

first layer atoms on the shape of the shadow cone complicates the

interpretation. In a subsequent paper we shall demonstrate the applicability of

the shadow cone model for ions scattered from the second surface layer and by

adsorbed atoms. From the inaccuracy of the angular positions of the shadowing

dips it can be estimated that in the determination of the relative positions of

atoms an accuracy in the order of 0.1 8 can be obtained. To achieve this

accuracy one should measure complete f - <l> diagrams. When only a small number

of azimuthal or polar distributions are measured the interpretation of the

experimental data is difficult and will make considerable use of assumed

interatomic potentials and/or neutralisation models. The use of potentials or

the use of neutralisation models (e.g. at lower primary ion energies) to

determine the geometry of surfaces and of adsorbate structures [16, 17] limits

the accuracy to about 0.5 8 [18].

When we compare the method we used to determine surface structures with

other methods such as medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) [19] or with low

energy electron diffraction LEED [20] one easily sees the advantage of LEIS. In

MEIS experiments only those structures can be investigated where a suitable

"double alignment" situation is possible. Relative positions of atoms in the

first surface layer can hardly be investigated with this technique. In LEED

experiments one encounters serious interpretation problems. The basic geometry

has to be known and then after extensive calculations the most probable

structure is found by minimising a reliability factor [21]. With our method of

measuring azimuthal distributions and polar distributions of scattered ions and

creating <p - <i> diagrams and photograms only symmetry considerations and the
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qualitative shape of a shadow cone are used to determine the structure and atom

positions of the first two surface layers.

The contribution of ions scattered by surface defects and irregularities

to the angular structure have been indicated above. From the fact that the

charge state of the Ne atom is mainly determined at the outgoing trajectory one

can deduce that at small elevation angles the ratio between the Ne+ intensity

in the main crystallographic directions and the average Me+ intensity related

to scattering by all the atoms of the first layer is a measure for the quality

of the crystal. Both intensities should be measured in a direction

perpendicular to the surface to minimise differences in neutralisation

processes at the outgoing trajectory and at snail elevation angles to ensure

that all atoms in the ideal surface are shadowed. The electron density near

surface defects and irregularities is expected to be smaller than at the ideal

surface. Therefore the neutralisation probability will be at least equal or

smaller for scattering from the defects compared to scattering from the ideal

surface. The above mentioned ratio will therefore be an upper limit for the

percentage of defects. To calibrate this ratio to get a quantitative measure

for the number of defects one should investigate the differences in the

charge-exchange processes at defects and at atoms of the ideal surface.
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CHAPTER5

THE SURFACE GEOMETRY OF THE FIRST TWO LAYERS

The structure of the first and second surface layer of a Cu{110} crystal
is investigated with low energy (keV region) Ne+ and H_0+ scattering. Tne
anisotropies in the intensity of scattered Ne ions and IT" ions are measured
for various elevation angles of incidence and ejection. Similarities in these
anisotropies can be explained by blocking and ion-focussing effects.
Differences in the anisotropies are ascribed to charge-exchange processes.

The intensities of scattered ions, plotted in <ie so-called photogram,
reflect clearly the geometry of the atoms of the first and second layer.
Consequently, photograms obtained with LEIS can be used for structure analysis
of single crystalline surfaces.

Relative large intensities in the distributions of 0~ ions scattered from
the Cut 110) surface are explained to be caused by effects of focussing the
primary ions on atoms of the second layer by atoms of the first layer. For low
primary energies (1 keV) wedge-focussing in the semi-channels was found.
Similar phenomena are observed for Ne ion scattering, but here the effects are
less pronounced.

For small scattering angles (16°) the intensity of specularely scattered
Ne ions was interpreted with a model in which this intensity is proportional
to the density of 'ideal surface rows' along the azimuthal direction of
incidence. For small-angle scattering of 0~ ions wedge-focussing effects on the
second layer resulted (due to the high ionisation probability of 0" ions
scattered from this layer) in an additional structure superimposed on the
structure in angular distributions of ions scattered from the first layer.

5.1 Introduction

In recent years many experiments have been performed in which low energy

noble gas ions have been scattered from single crystal surfaces. The aim of

these experiments was to obtain information about the scattering process [1,23,
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Fig. 1 Wedge-focussing by two Cu atoms with their interatomic axis
perpendicular to the incoming beam. In the upper part the intensity
distribution is given at several distances behind the atom pair. In
the lower part the line indicates where the flux is equal to I . The
calculations were performed using the Moliere potential and the
successive binary collision approximation.

This chapter is summitted for publication as the second part of an article.
The first part of this article to which we will refer as 'part T is nearly
identical to chapter 4 of this thesis.
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blocking and focussing effects [3,1,5] and neutralisation processes [6]. These

processes and effects depend partly on the geometry of the atoms in the first

two surface layers. Consequently, structural information has been derived from

observations of the anisotropies of the ion scattering intensities [3,4,5,7].

Noble gas ions were generally used to investigate phenomena relating to

the topmost surface layers because these ions have a large neutralisation

probability when scattered from deeper layers. Owing to this neutralisation Low

Energy Ion Scattering is a technique which is extremely surface sensitive.

In part 1 we demonstrated [8] that the neutralisation processes had hardly

any influence on the azimuthal distribution of scattered ions. We also

presented the results of experiments in which only atoms of the first surface

layer contributed to structure in the azimuthal distribution of scattered Ne+

and 0~ ions. This structure could be explained with the help of a simple shadow

cone model.

In this paper we shall present and discuss experimental results obtained

with Low Energy Ion Scattering in cases where scattering from the second layer

is observed. In these situations one expects an increased influence of angular

variations in the neutralisation probability and a distortion of the shadow

cone by other target atoms. As already indicated by other authors [93,

focussing effects (such as 'wedge focussing' and 'surface hyperchannelling')

can also influence the angular variations in the intensity of scattered ions.

As in part 1* we have separated the geometrical effects from the

neutralisation effects by comparing the intensities of Ne+ ions and of 0~ ions

upon bombardment of the surface with a nixed ion beam of Ne+ and HgO* ions.

Similarities in the azimuthal distributions of Me* ions and 0" ions can be

attributed to the surface geometry. Effects of charge-exchange processes lead

to differences in these distributions.

5.2 Ion focussing

In part 1*most of the observed anisotropies in the intensity of scattered

ions could be interpreted with a shadow cone model. The final energy and

direction of the ion were determined mainly by a single binary collision but

the intensity of the ions was determined by the number of target atoms which

were not shadowed. Angular distributions of scattered ions could be explained

from the shape of the shadow cone and from the relative positions of the atoms

in the first surface layer.
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In this paper the experimental circumstances have been chosen in such a

way that the geometry of the atoms in both the first and the second layer has

to be taken into account. The observed angular distributions will be

interpreted roughly the same in a similar way as in part 1. But now distortions

of the shadow cone and focussing effects of incoming ions on second layer atoms

complicate the interpretation. The undistorted shape of a shadow cone can be

calculated numerically from the given potential by solving the equation of

motion for various values of the impact parameter or analytically for some

simple interatomic potentials. For the inverse power-potentials (V(r) = ar~n)

such a calculation results in [10]:

i i I/n + I
In 1 a /iT ̂ L l

R = iU-L . _i— CD
1 r(f) E

where R_ is the radius of the shadow cone at a distance 1 behind the shadower,

E Q is the primary energy and 'a' is the potential parameter.

The shape of the shadow cone becomes distorted when the shadow cones of

two neighbouring target atoms come close to each other. Two types of distortion

of the shadow cone have to be considered, one in which the deflection of the

incoming ion is decreased with respect to the deflection of the undistorted

shadow cone, and one in which it is increased.

The deflection is decreased when the trajectory of the impinging ion

passes between two target atoms. In this case ions which impinge near the

midpoint of the interatomic axis will be focussed in a point near the

intersection of the two undistorted shadow cones of the target atoms [10]. This

kind of focussing is called 'wedge focussing' [6] and is illustrated in fig. 1

for ^ keV Ne on a Cu atom pair.

The total deflection of the primary ion is located when the second atom is

located inside the shadow cone of the first atom. This will be the case whan

the direction of incidence of the primary beam is nearly parallel to one of the

main crystallogrsphic directions. Then the atoms of that surface row form a

shadow shaped like the enveloping surface of the 'combined shadow cones' of the

individual atom. For small interatomic distances this shadow is identical to

the shadow of a rod (string of atoms) and is determined by a potential U(r')

that depends on the density of atoms in the string and on the distance (r1)

from the axis of the string. The shape of this "string shadow1 can be
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calculated easily by projecting the trajectory of the primary particles onto a

plane perpendicular to the string axis. The velocity of a primary particle can

be separated into a component parallel to the string axis and a component

perpendicular to that axis. The velocity parallel to the axis will not change

because the combined potential U(r') does not depend on the coordinate along

the axis in the string approximation. The trajectory of the primary particle

can therefore be found by solving the two-dimensional problem in the Diane

perpendicular to the axis. This problem is identical to the normal two-particle

problem. The shape of the shadow in the transverse plane is the same as the

shape of the shadow cone of a single atom when a combined potential and an

energy that is associated with the velocity of the particle in the transverse

plane are used.

This energy component (Ei ) can be expressed as:

Ei = E (sin2 f + cos2 <P sin2 b) (2)

where EQ denotes the primary energy of the impinging particle, <p the elevation

angle of incidence and 'b' the azimuthal angle of incidence with respect to the

axis of the string. An r~^ potential, derived from Lindhard's standard continum

potential [12] for large ion-string separations, is often used as an

approximation for the string potential U(r') [13]. Therefore equation 1 can

also be used to calculate the width of the shadow of a string. The widths of

the shadow of the string depends not only on the primary energy E o and the

distance behind the shadower but also on the azimuthal and elevation angles of

incidence, whereas the energy of the particle in the perpendicular plane

depends on the direction of incidence (substitute eq. 1 in eq. 2). Therefore

the angles for which shadowing or focussing effects will occur cannot be

calculated easily, but should be found by a numerical procedure.

When the shadows of two adjacent parallel strings in the single crystal

surface come close to each other, again a kind of wedge focussing can occur as

can be seen by projecting the trajectories on a plane perpendicular to the axis

of the string. The position of the line on which the incoming particles are

focussed now depends not only on the energy of the particles but also on the

direction of incidence.
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5.3 Experimental set-up

The details of the apparatus and the experimental conditions have been

described in part 1, The most essential parameters are given below:

- U.H.V.-system with a background pressure in the 10~10 Torr range.

- Bean energy between 0.5 and 8 keV, beam current 100 nA and beam diameter 3

mm.

- f the elevation angle of incidence with respect to the crystal surface

(accuracy 0.1°). [14]

- <ji the azimuthal angle of incidence with respect to the <011> direction in the

crystal surface (accuracy 0.1°) [14]

- & the scattering angle in the plane of incidence which can be varied between

0° and 130°.

- Angular resolution of the analyser 4° and energy resolution 4%. [153

The target was cleaned by low angle sputtering with 4 keV Ne+ ions. The crystal

structure was monitored by LEED and by measuring azimuthal and polar

distributions of scattered Ne+ ions.

5.4 Experimental results

We measured the intensity of positively or negatively charged oartieles

ejected from the Cu{110} surface upon bombardment with Ne+ and HgO* ions as a

function of the energy after scattering (energy distributions) and of the polar

and azimuthal angle of incidence for various scattering angles (polar and

azimuthal distributions).

As already indicated in part 1, energy spectra could be interpreted in

terms of ions singly scattered by Cu atoms. The azimuthal distributions were

measured with the analyzer set at a fixed detection energy: the energy of the

copper peak. Since the energy of this peak hardly varied with the azimuthal

angle, the error introduced by measuring at a fixed detection energy was

estimated to be smaller than 5$ of the Cu peak height.

5.4.1 Azimuthal distributions of Ne+ ions

In part 1 of this paper we showed that of Ne+ ions scattered by second
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layer atoms to the intensity of scattered Ne+ ions for scattering angles up to

at least 45°. Although the geometry of the first two layers of a Cull 10}

surface permits scattering from the second layer, scattered Ne+ ions were not

observed because of their high neutralisation probability when scattered from

the second layer.

For large scattering angles the singly scattered Ne+ ions spend a shorter

time in the vicinity of the surface layers. This may result in a decrease in

the neutralisation probability. In fig. 2 an azimuthal distribution for 1 keV

Ne+ ions is shown for a scattering angle of 125° and an elevation angle of 2H°.

A pronounced azimuthal structure is observed which is superimposed on a

constant background. This structure is very different from the azimuthal

distribution of 4 keV Ne+ ions at a scattering angle of H5° and elevation angle

of 22°, (where no azimuthal structure was found, see part 1). The lack of

structure in that azimuthal distribution was ascribed to the neutralisation of

ions scattered from the second layer and to the absence of shadowing or

blocking effects in the first layer. So the measured structure at a scattering
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Fig. 2 Azimuthal distribution of Ne ions scattered by Cu in a Cu{110^
surface at a scattering angle of 125 , upon bombardment with U keV Ne
ions at an elevation angle of 24°.
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directions are indicated.

direct ion

<011>
<123>
<233>
<112>
<111>
<443>
<211>
<101>
<**11>
<301>
<100>

elevat ion
angle ( °)

0
10.9
0

16.8
0
0
0

30.0
0

13.0
0

azimuthal
angle ( °)

0
15.8
25.2
25.2
35.3
43.3
54.7
54.7
70.5
76.7
90.0

interatomic
distance (A)

2.56
6.77
8.49
4.43
6.27

10.56
4.43
2.56
7.68
5.72
3.62

Table 1 The main crystallographic directions, the corresponding angles
with respect to the <01i> surface row and interatomic distances of the
atom rows of a Cu{110} crystal.
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angle of 125° can be ascribed to contributions of ions scattered from the

second and deeper layers. The two minima in the <233> and <211> direction

correspond to the expected shadowing of second layer atoms by first layer

atoms. This can be deduced from fig. 3 and table 1 where the crystallographic

directions and the corresponding angles are given, and the angular size of the

shadow cone is taken into account. Ths dip in the <233> azimuthal direction is

caused by the shadowing of deeper layer atoms in the <112> row of the crystal

and the dip in the <211> azimuthal direction by shadowing of deeper layer atoms

in the <101> row. Since all atoms of the second layer are shadowed in these

directions the constant background is due to ions scattered by first layer

atoms only. The additional intensity in the <111>, <100> and <011> directions

is due to ions scattered from the second layer. The peaks around the main

direction can be ascribed to focussing effects and will be discussed later.

An elevation angle of ejection of 90° is preferred to prevent the

neutralisation effects on the outgoing ion trajectory from influencing the

azimuthal structure. Kig. 4 shows an azimuthal distribution for this situation.

A constant background and an increased intensity in the <100> and <011>

directions can be observed. It should be noticed that the intensity in the

<011> direction is nearly twice as large as the background intensity of the

first layer. This indicates that these intensities can indeed be attributed to

scattering fr "> the first and the second surface layer respectively.

Shadowing i.f second and deeper layer atoms in the <101> direction still

occurs but there is no longer any shadowing of atoms in the <112> direction

(e.g. figs 2 and 4 in the <233> direction).

From these results we can conclude that the positions of the minima in the

azimuthal distributions correspond to the positions expected from the shadow

cone model.

5.4.2 Azimuthal distributions of 0 ions

In part 1 of this paper we compared the azimuthal distributions of 0~ ions

(originating from dissociatively scattered HgO) with the azimuthal

distributions of Ne+ ions in order to study the influence of the neutralisation

probability on the structure in the azimuthal distributions of Ne+ ions. We

could study this because the process leading to the formation of 0~ ions

differs in a characteristic way from the neutralisation of Ne+. We showed that

relatively large intensities of 0~ could be expected from the second layer

In fig. 5 an azimuthal distribution of 0~ ions is given for a scattering
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Fig. 1 Azimuthal distribution of Ne+ ions scattered by Cu in a CuUlO}
surface at a scattering angle of 125°, upon bombardment with H keV Ne+

ions at an elevation angle of 36 .

angle of 45° and an elevation angle of 24°. The experimental situation is

nearly the same as the situation in which we only observed Ne+ ions scattered

from the first surface layer (see part 1).

The constant background intensity of the azimuthal distribution of 0" ions

can also be attributed to 0~ ions scattered from the first surface layers. The

intensity in the <011> and <100> direction can be attributed to 0~ ions

scattered from the first and the second surface layer. The strong peaks in the

distribution and the more-than-doubled intensity in the <011> and <100>

direction indicate that there is a high probability that oxygen atoms,

scattered from the second or deeper layers, will become negatively ionised. The

rate of this charge-exchange process depends on the density of electrons along

the trajectory of the oxygen. Therefore electron capture is more likely to

occur when ions are scattered from the second layer than when they are

scattered from the first layer. This is also supported by the observed yields

of scattered Ne+ ions from the second and first layer respectively.
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Fig. 5 Azimuthal distribution of 0~ ions scattered by Cu in a Cu{110}
surface at a scattering angle of 45 , upon bombardment with 4 keV H_0+

ions at an elevation angle of 24 .

Thus, the high probability of electron capture below the first layer

explains both the high contribution that ions scattered from the second layer

make to the yields of 0~ ions in the main crystallographic direction at a

scattering angle of 45° and the lack of structure in the azimuthal

distributions of Ne+ ions in the same experimental circumstances.

5.4.3 Photograms

In part 1 azimuthal distributions were presented in V - $ diagrams and

in so called photograms in which the intensity of the Cu peaks was plotted as a

function of the incidence direction. Such photograms showed clearly the solid

angles where shadowing and blocking occurs.
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Fig. 6 V - v> diagram indicating the angular directions in which the
shadowing and blocking dips are at half their depth for 4 keV Ne+ ions
on Cu{110} at a scattering angle of 125 . Circles have been drawn to
represent the undistorted shadow or blocking cones, calculated for an
inverse square power potential.
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We shall now present <P - $ diagrams and photograms which show the

shadowing and blocking effects of the second layer. As already mentioned, the

width of the shadowing dips in the azimuthal distributions of both Ne+ and 0~

ions depends on the shape of the shadow cone, on the distance between the

shadower and on the shadowed atom, and the direction of the interatomic axis

with respect to the direction of the incoming beam. We have measured the widths

of the dips in the azimuthal distribution of 0~ ions at a scattering angle of

45° and of Ne+ ions at a scattering angle of 125° for various elevation angles

of incidence. The directions in which the intensity was at half the maximum

depth of the dip are indicated in a <e - <fr diagram (figs 6 and 7). The angles

of the main crystallographic directions are given too. The regions where

shadowing or blocking of scattered ions occurs have been approximated by drawn

circles around these main directions. Slight deviations in the circular shape

of these regions, due to the projection of these regions on the <p - $ plane,

have been neglected. The radii of these circles have been calculated from the

radius of the shadow cone at a distance behind the scatterer which corresponds

to the interatomic distance in these directions (for detailed information see

part 1: fig. 1 and 15). The centres of the circles are located at the same

azimuthal angles and at a slightly smaller elevation angles than the angles of

the main crystallographic direction. This shift is related to the fact that an

atom is already shadowed when the impact area for scattering over a given angle

is inside the shadow cone of the preceding atom. Since scattering over small

scattering angles implies relatively large impact parameters (p = 0.2 8 for

Ne on Cu, scattering angle 45°) the deviation from the actual atom centre has

to be taken into account for a more accurate description of the position of the

circles in a <p - <ii diagram for small interatomic distances. The areas of

incidence directions, where blocking occurs, are also indicated by circles in

the <p - ^ diagram. For the same reasons as mentioned above, the centres of the

circles are situated at an elevation angle somewhat larger than the main

crystallographic directions. The shadow cone model reproduces the shadowing and

blocking areas in the low indexed directions quite well. Figfi 8 and 9 show the

photograms corresponding to the <p - $ diagrams in the previous figures. The

intensity of Ne+ ions and 0" ions scattered by Cu atoms is indicated by several

shades of grey, as a function of the incidence direction. For the Ne+

measurements the intensity which could be related to scattering from the first

layer is indicated by black dots, and low intensities (related to defects) are

denoted by 'white dots' for elevation angles below and about 20°. To improve

the contrast of the photograms we have used, above an elevation angle of 20°,
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Fig. 7 <P - i> diagram indicating the angular directions in which the
shadowing and blocking dips are at half their depth for 4 keV H p0

+

ions on CuUlO} at a scattering angle of 45°. The circles represent
the undistorted shadow or blocking cones, calculated for an inverse
square power potential.

black dots for scattering from the first and second layer and 'white dots' for

scattering from the first layer only. In addition to the shadowing and blocking

structures of the first surface layer (<p < 20°) one sees quite clearly that

shadowing of second layer atoms are shadowed by first layer atoms.

The photogram of the 0" distribution shows similar shadowing and blocking

effects of atoms of the first and second layer. The white areas which

correspond to shadowing or blocking of second layer atoms in the <211>

direction are not circular. This is because the shadowing effects on the

ingoing trajectory of the ion overlap the blocking effects on the outgoing

trajectory of the ion (compare fig. 7). The previously mentioned peaks around

the main crystallographic directions are seen as heavy black areas in the

photogram. These areas correspond to incidence directions where scattering from

the second layer is not prevented by shadowing and blocking effects. The

azimuthal positions of the peaks are symmetric around the elevation angle of

specular reflection, which indicates that the peaks are caused by similar

effects on the incoming and outgoing trajectories. The azimuthal angle between

the positions of the peaks around the <011> direction is larger than that

around the <100> direction. This difference can be explained by focussing

effects (see section 5.4.5) and is related to the widths of the surface

semi-channels.
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Fig. 8 A photogram of the first and second layer for 4 keV Ne ions on
Cu{110) at a scattering angle of 125°. The intensities of the copper
peak are indicated with several shades of grey, the darker dots
corresponding to higher intensities.
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Fig. 9 A photogram of the first and second layer for 4 keV H_0 ions
on Cu{110} at a scattering angle of 45°. The intensities of the copper
peak are indicated with several shades of grey, the darker dots
corresponding to higher intensities.
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Fig. 10 Polar distribution of Ne ions scattered by Cu in a Cull 10}
surface at a scattering angle of 120 , upon bombardment with 4 keV Ne
ions in the <100>, <211> and <011> azimuthal direction.
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The observed shadowing and blocking areas in the <j> - $ diagram and the

photogram are situated at the incidence directions expected from the geometry

of the Cu(110) surface. Also the size of these areas corresponds to the size of

the shadow cone at the appropriate distance. In the photogram of scattered Ne+

ions the shadowing of the second layer atoms (atoms denoted by 'E1 and 'F' in

fig. 1) show up very convincingly.

5.4.4 Polar distributions

The polar distributions (intensity versus elevation angle) of Ne+ ions

scattered from a Cu(110) surface were measured in the <100>, <211> and <011>

crystallographic directions of the surface at scattering angle of 120°. These

polar distributions of Ne+ ions are shown in fig. 10 for ions with a primary

energy of 4 keV. Scattering from the second layer is always possible in the

<100> and the <011> direction because of the open structure of the surface in

these directions (see fig. 3). However, in the <211> direction the second layer

atoms are shadowed or blocked by first layer atoms for small elevation angles

of incidence or ejection. For larger elevation angles of incidence and ejection

(i.e. large incidence angle and large scattering angle) the atoms of the second

layer are no longer shadowed or blocked by first layer atoms. Thus, an

increased scattering intensity is expected. In fig. 10 it is seen that for the

<100> and <011> direction the intensity is more or less constant except for

small elevation or ejection angles where shadowing and blocking effects of

neighbouring atoms in one layer diminish the intensity of scattered ions. In

the '.211> direction a stepped distribution is observed which is in agreement

with what is expected from shadowing and blocking, as discussed above. For

small elevation angles of incidence and ejection the increase in the intensity

is caused by ions scattered from the first layer because shadowing and blocking

of atoms in the <211> atom row become less important. The increase at still

larger elevation angles is caused by the contribution of ions scattered from

the second layer where shadowing or blocking of atoms in the <101> atom row

diminishes. The symmetry around specular reflection, which is expected from the

geometry of the atom positions, is disturbed because of the enhanced

neutralisation probability at the outgoing trajectory (see part 1) and because

of the difference in the size of the shadow and blocking cone caused by the

difference in ion energy before and after scattering
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5.4.5 Focussing processes

So far it has been possible to explain the observed phenomena in the

azimuthal and polar distribution by applying the shadow cone model to the

geometry of the first surface layers. The pronounced peaks in the azimuthal

distribution of scattered 0" ions around the main crystallographic directions

have not yet been discussed. The intensity of these peaks is larger than one

might expect for scattering from the second layer in view of the number of

atoms it contains. From the geometry of the surface one can see that ions

scattered from the third layer cannot be expected to contribute to the

intensity of ions. The most likely cause of these peaks is that first layer

atoms focus the incoming ions on second layer atoms. This means that more

primary ions impinge on the atoms of the second layer and consequently there is

an increased yield of particles scattered from this layer. Another process

which could perhaps cause these peaks is an enhanced probability that the

oxygen atom, scattered from the second layer, will pick up an electron when

passing within a certain distance of a copper atom [16]. However, this process

cannot explain the similar azimuthal structure observed in the Ne+

distributions (see fig. 2) where such a electron pick-up would cause the

opposite effect. To study these focussing phenomena in more detail we have

measured the angular distances between these peaks as a function of primary

energy, scattering angle and the angle of incidence.

The azimuthal distributions of scattered 0~ ions, shown in fig. 11,

indicate the variation in the angular distances of the peaks as a function of

the primary energy for both the <100> and <011> crystallographic directions.

The azimuthal distance in the <100> direction is smaller than in the <011>

direction and both distances decrease when the primary energy decreases. If it

is assumed that the maximum intensity of scattered ions is found in those

directions where an atom of the second layer is situated at the edge of the

shadow of the atoms of the first layer, then the angular and energy

dependencies of these peaks can be understood qualitatively.

Fig. 11 Azimuthal distributions of 0~ ions scattered by Cu in a
Cu{110} surface at a scattering angle of 45°, upon bombardment of H_0+

molecules for an elevation angle of 22.5°. The various curves were
measured for several primary energies E , given on the right of the
figure. For the sake of clarity the curves have been shifted in the
vertical direction. The background in each distribution was of the
same order.
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Fig. 12 The azimuthal distance (in degrees) between the peak caused by
the focussing effect and the main crystalloeraphic direction as a
function of primary energy for an elevation angle of 22.5°, for Ne +

and O~ ion scattering. The theoretical distance, calculated for the
single atom shadow cone model, is given by continuous lines (see text
and table 2). In figs, a and b the distances between the peaks are
given, in fig. c and d the distances at the "second layer intensity
level1 are plotted. The dashed line is calculated for a type of
localised neutralisation model (see text).
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From the geometry of the crystal surface it can be deduced easily that in

the <100> direction the edge of the shadow will be situated at the second layer

atoms at smaller azimuthal deviations from the main direction than in the <011>

direction, because of the difference in the width of the two surface

semi-channels. For lower primary energies the shadow will broaden so that the

azimuthal distance will decrease until the shadow is so wide that the edge of

the shadow is already focussed on the second layer atoms when the primary beam

is directed along the main direction. In this case wedge-focussing on the atoms

of the second layer occurs and only one peak in the main crystallographic

direction is observed.

It is difficult to make an analytical description of the focussing effects

because the interaction of two or more target atoms has to be taken into

account. We have calculated the azimuthal distance between the focussing peaks.

We preformed calculations for the string model and the single atom shadow cone

model using the inverse squared-power potentials (V(r) = a'/r and V(r) =

a/r ). For the string model it was assumed that a maximum intensity was reached

when the intersection of the edge of the shadow with the plane of the second

layer touches the middle of the bottom of the surface semi-channel where the

atom row in the second layer was situated. In the calculations with the single

atom shadow cone model it was assumed that a maximum intensity was found when a

second larger atom was situated at the edge of the shadow cone of a first layer

atom. In both types of calculations the distance between the impact area for

scattering into a certain angle and the atom centre in the second layer has

been taken into account. The potential parameters (a and a') and the elevation

angle of incidence were used as fitting parameters.

In fig. 12 the experimental results from fig. 11 and from similar

experiments with Ne+ ion scattering are given together with the results of the

calculations for the single atom shadow cone model. The string model did not

appear to be applicable in this case because of the relatively large elevation

angle of incidence and ejection.

In table 2 the parameters used to calculate the theoretical curves of fig.

12 are given. In the calculations slight variations of elevation angles have

been used to correct for a possible misalignment of the macroscopic crystal

surface with respect to the main orystallographic surface plane. The actual

microscopic elevation angles used in the calculations are indicated. The

agreement between calculations and experiments is reasonable, in view of the

simplicity of the model. For the HgO bombardment the peak distance in the <011>

direction does not increase beyond an energy of 4 keV (see fig. 12A) and the
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Fig. 'a'CeV 82) <100>

a:
b:
c:
d:

H O
Ne
HO
N§

on
on
on
on

Cu
Cu
Cu
Cu

110
210
90
110

22.5
22
25
23

21
20
25
23

Table 2 Potential parameters and the microscopic elevation angles used
to calculate the azimuthal distance between the peaks caused by the
focussing effects, as shown in fig. 12.

peak distance in the <100> direction comes close to that in the <011>

direction. This phenomenon cannot be attributed to focussing effects only. From

the literature [16] it is known that electron detachment is very likely to

occur when a negative ion oomes close (< 1 K) to a heavy atom. For higher

primary energies the negatively-charged oxygen ion, scattered from the second

layer, may come closer to an atom of the first layer when it leaves the

surface. This can result in a high probability that the ions will become

neutralised by an electron detachment process. The angular distance between the

peaks would then become nearly constant for higher energies. In fig. 12A we

have indicated by a dashed line the correction to our previous calculation for

the case where all 0~ ions are neutralised when they pass within a distance of

0.75 A of a blocking atom. This correction improves the agreement. Another way

to indicate the effects of focussing is to give the angular distance, outside

the focussing peaks, at which the intensity is twice as high as the first layer

intensity (see fig. 12C and D). The agreement between the calculations and the

experiments is then good and it is no longer necessary to assume different

elevation angles of incidence for the <100> and <011> direction. Since one

parameter is used less and the agreement is better, we conclude that the

neutralisation process may indeed influence the position of the peaks, as

suggested above.

When the elevation angle is varied at constant primary energy the

azimuthal distance between the peaks will vary because then the widths of the

intersection of the shadow with the plane of the second layer will change.

Fig. 13 shows the azimuthal distance between the peaks around the main

crystallographic direction as a function of the elevation angle of incidence.

For small elevation angles (< 12°) the distances are determined by the angular

size of the shadowing effect of atoms in one surface row.. For larger elevation
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Fig. 13 The azimuthal distance in degrees between the focussing peaks
in the azimuthal distributions of scattered 0~ ions as a function of
the elevation angle for a scattering angle of 15 and 60° at the <100>
and <011> main crystallographic directions. The upper part gives the
distance around the <100> direction, the lower part around the <011>
direction.
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angles this effect will diminish (see part 1) and focussing on second layer

atoms will be possible. For even larger elevation angles the component of the

velocity of the ion, perpendicular to the surface, increases and the size of

the shadow of the row atoms in a plane normal to the surface becomes narrower

and the peak distance increases. This increase will continue until the angle of

specular reflection is reached. Prior to this the position of the peaks is

determined only by shadowing effects on the incoming trajectory. For elevation

angles larger than the elevation angle of specular reflection the azimuthal

structure will be dominated by the blocking effects on the outgoing trajectory.

The blocking dip at small elevation angles of ejection and the variation of

the azimuthal distance of the peaks can also be observed in fig. 13. In this

figure it is seen that the maximum azimuthal distance between the peaks is

indeed found at specular reflection for a scattering angle of 45° and 60°. This

confirms our interpretation of the results with the focussing effect at the

edge of a shadow cone of a single atom. The string model of the surface rows is

not adequate in this situation (around specular reflection at a scattering

angle of 60°), as can be seen from the structure in fig. 13 for fl = 60° at

the <100> direction which is due to focussing effects by and on individual

atoms in the <101> row. This structure can be understood by examening the

positions of the shadowing and blocking areas of the <101> direction in a >p - #

diagram where these positions coincide for a scattering angle of 60°.

5.4.6 Small angle scattering

The experiments described above were performed at relatively large

scattering angles where the results could be interpreted by applying the shadow

cone model to single atoms or rows of atoms. For these large scattering angles

the 'single binary' scattering process can be separated in a hard collision in

which the final energy and direction of the ion are determined and a soft

collision which determines the intensity of the scattered ions. For small

scattering angles such a separation cannot be made but the scattering process

should be considered as a series of collisions that are equally hard.

As already mentioned in part 1, the range of possible scattering angles

for small elevation angles depends on the interatomic distance in the azimuthal

direction considered. For very small interatomic distances only specular

reflection is possible.
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We have measured azimuthal distributions of Ne+ and 0~ ions for 4 keV

primary ions at a scattering angle of 16° and at an elevation angle of 8°. Fig.

14 shows the results for Ne+ and 0~ ions. For the Ne+ measurements dips are

observed in every main crystallographio direction. This dip structure is rather

similar to the shadowing structure observed at a scattering angle of 45° and at

an elevation angle of 8°. This similarity is, however, rather surprising

because one would expect to see peaks in the close-packed directions (e.g. the

<100>, <011> and <211> direction), because in these directions only specular

reflection is possible.

When the azimuthal distribution of Ne+ is compared with azimuthal

distributions of 0~ measured in the same experimental conditons one notices the

following. The azimuthal distribution of 0~ ions shows peaks in every main

crystallographie direction except the <211> direction. This peak structure

seems to be superimposed on a dip structure, which is similar to the dip

structure of Ne+. From the high ionisation probability of 0 atoms, scattered

from the second layer, one can deduce that this peak structure is related to

scattering from the second layer. This is supported by the absence of a peak in

the <211> direction because in this direction the second layer is completely

shadowed and blocked. Consequently, the structure in the azimuthal distribution

of Ne+ ions must be ascribed to scattering effects from the first surface layer

only.

The dips can be understood by conceiving the surface rows as "ideal

strings' in the surface. An 'ideal string' is a row of atoms which reflects all

ions that are scattered in the plane of incidence, into the detector. A string

has this property when for a certain elevation angle of incidence the

interatomic distance in the string is small enough to limit the range of

possible scattering angles to values smaller than the acceptance angle of the

detector. If every surface row can be regarded as an ideal string, then the

intensity of specularly reflected ions from a surface is determined by the

density of ideal strings parallel to the plane of incidence. For low index

directions this density is small and in these directions the surface is

transparent. The density of surface rows is largest around the low index

directions. However, the interatomic distance in these rows may be too large to

conceive the row as ideal strings.

The density of rows, having an interatomic distance smaller than 10 X is

plotted in fig. 15 as a function of the azimuthal direction. The structure in

fig. 15 looks remarkably like the azimuthal distribution of Ne+ ions shown in

fig. 14. However, calculations of the range of possible scattering angles show
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fig. 14 Azimuthal distribution of Ne ions (dashed line) and 0~ ions
(drawn line) scattered by Cu in a Cu{110} surface at a scattering
angle of 16 , upon bombardment with a mixed ion beam (95$ Ne+, 5%
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Fig. 16 A schematic illustration of the specular scattering process in
the <233> direction. The dashed circles indicate the "virtual atoms"
(see text).

that only rows with an interatomic distance smaller than 4 jj fulfil the

criterion for scattering only into the acceptance angle of the detector.

However, when a real surface is considered, the atoms in neighbouring rows also

have an influence on the trajectory of the ion. For instance in the <233>

surface row, the influence of the four adjacent atoms on the trajectory of the

ion (see no. 1-4, fig. 16) can not be neglected. This influence can be

approximated by two 'virtual atoms' situated not very far below the <233>

surface row. In this way the virtual interatomic distance is small enough to

meet the above-mentioned criterion. Thus, the intensity of specularly reflected

ions can also be proportional to the density of surface rows in directions with

a somewhat larger interatomic distance.
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5.5 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we have shown that one can separate the effects of the

geometry in the scattering processes from the charge exchange processes by

comparing the distributions of Ne+ with each other or by comparing the

distributions of Ne+ ions with the distributions of 0" ions. Compare for

instance the azimuthal distribution of Ne+ ions at an elevation angle of about

23° and at a scattering angle of 45° (part 1: fig. 7) with the distribution at

a scattering angle of 125°. The differences between the distributions are only

due to the difference in the scattering cross section and to the differences in

the neutralisation probability at the outgoing trajectory. Since the scattering

cross section can be calculated, it is possible to determine the neutralisation

probability as a function of the trajectory of the ion (i.e. the distance of

closest approach to a target atom) by choosing the appropriate experimental

circumstances.

A nice feature of the HgO* bombardment is the relatively high ionisation

probability of 0" at relatively small elevation angles. The resulting high

intensity makes it easier to study scattering by adsorbates with a mass smaller

than that of oxygen at small scattering angles than to study such scattering

with noble gas ions.

We have demonstrated that the structure of the surface can be studied and

that information about the position of target atoms in the first two layers can

be obtained by measuring photograms. In a separate paper we shall present

photograms and other results of measurements on adsorbate induced structures

[17].

From the geometry of the Cu(110) surface and the size of the shadow cone it

is easily seen that scattering from the third and deeper layers in the crystal

can only be observed for large elevation angles of incidence and ejection.

Therefore the surface sensitivity of Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS) is due

not only to the large neutralisation probability but also to the shadowing and

blocking of atoms of deeper layers. Therefore experiments in this energy range

(1-5 keV) with ions having a high survival probability (such as Na+, K+, and

probably also F~) could yield valuable information about surface structure.

Charge-exchange processes can be studied by comparing the results of these

experiments with those of noble gas experiments.
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The model presented to explain the experimental results for the small

scattering angle experiments (< 16°) is not very sophisticated. In this model

only ion trajectories in the scattering plane are considered. Preliminary

calculations show that Zig-Zag type collisions and focussing effects caused by

neighbouring strings in the surface can make a considerable contribution to the

intensity of scattered ions. To explain the observed phenomena calculations

should be performed in which the equations of motion are solved numerically and

all the interactions with the targets atoms are taken into account. Then

Monte-Carlo type calculations will produce azimuthal distributions of scattered

ions which include the contributions of complicated multiple collision

processes. The influences of multiple scattering processes and of

change-exchange processes on the azimuthal distributions at low scattering

angles can then be separated by comparing experimental and calculated results.
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CHAPTER 6

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE OXYGEN-COVERED CUI110}
SURFACE

The structure of the oxygen-covered Cu{110} surface was investigated using
low energy (keV region) Ne and H_0 bombardment. This involved measuring
photograms and <p - $ diagrams of scattered Ne and 0~ ions and of positively
and negatively charged oxygen recoil ions. The adsorbate-induced structure was
studied by the methods described in our earlier papers. The oxygen covered
surface was found to be reconstructed. The reconstruction can be described by
the 'missing row' model, in which all <100> atom rows adjacent to the
oxygen-containing <100> rows have disappeared from the surface. The lateral
position of chemisorbed oxygen atoms is found in the bridge position in the
<100> surface row. The Cu atoms in the oxygen-containing surface rows are in
the same positions as they were on the clean surface.

This reconstruction can explain the (2 x 1) LEED pattern observed for
oxygen-covered surfaces, since the unit cell in the reconstructed surface is
twice as large as the unit cell of the clean surface. The maximum coverage
degree for exposures up to 100 L is found to be one oxygen atom per unit cell
of the reconstructed surface.

From the differences between the photograms of 0~ and of 0 + recoil ions it
is deduced that there may be a second kind of adsorption site in the first two
surface layers where oxygen can become cheroisorbed. It is suggested that this
site is near the second layer, below the position of the missing row in the
surface.

6.1 Introduction

One needs to study the geometry of the surface of single crystals, the

position of chemisorbed atoms on the surface, and fc^e structure induced by
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adsorbed species in order to understand the physical and chemical properties of

surfaces. In the last few years an increasing number of investigation have been

published in which single crystalline surfaces have been studied with

analytical techniques such as LEED [1], AES [2], MEIS [3. 4], UPS [5, 6] and

LEIS [7, 8, 9]. AES and UPS techniques yield information about the composition

of the surface and the electron distributions in the surface; LEED gives

information about the symmetries in the crystal, and MEIS and LEIS can be used

to investigate the position of target atoms in the crystal surface. A

combination of the results of all these techniques gives a better understanding

of the properties of surfaces. In our previous papers [10-133 we have

demonstrated that LEIS can be used to determine the structure of the first two

surface layers of single crystals. In order to determine the structure we

studied the energy and angular distributions of particles which were singly

scattered by target atoms. The intensity of these particles was measured as a

function of the azimuthal angle of incidence (azimuthal distribution). The

structure in these azimuthal distributions could be interpreted in terms of a

decreased ion scattering intensity in directions where shadowing or blocking

effects are effective (e.g. in the main crystallographic directions). The

structure of the surface was clearly reflected in so-called <P - i> diagrams

(widths of dips in azimuthal distributions as a function of the elevation angle

of incidence at various azimuthal directions) and in so-called photograms

(intensity of scattered ions as a function of azirnuthal and polar angles of

incidence).

The possible influence of neutralisation processes on the structure in the

azimuthal distributions could be studied by comparing the azimuthal

distributions of scattered Ne+ ions with those of scattered 0~ ions. The O~

ions, which originate from dissociatively scattered HgO* ions, are ionised

negatively by a process similar to that which neutralises the reflected Ne+

ions.

By measuring azimuthal distributions at various elevation angles of

incidence one finds the solid angles where shadowing or blocking occurs. The

size and direction of these solid angles are directly related to the relative

position of the atoms in the surface as can be seen if the azimuthal

distributions are represented in a <p - i> diagram or in photograms.

In this paper we shall apply the methods described in our previous papers

[10, 12, 13] to an oxygen-covered Cu{110} surface in order to determine the

position of adsorbed oxygen and the structure induced by this oxygen.
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Oxygen on Cu{110} has been investigated by several groups using LEED

[14-16], AES, Ellipsometry and He-diffraction [17-19]. It is well known that

the adsorption of oxygen on Cu{110) results in a (2 x 1) LEED pattern at

exposures of 10-100 L (1 L = 10 ~° Torr s). This pattern is interpreted as

resulting from an ordered position of oxygen at the first Cu Layer. From the

symmetry observed in the LEED pattern it is deduced that only one oxygen atom

is adsorbed per two unit-cells in the Cu surface matrix. Therefore the maximum

oxygen coverage on Cu{110} is assumed to be 0.5 [10, 14, 20], Further exposure

of the surface to oxygen to values above 1000 L results in a c(6 x 2) LEED

pattern. Although no unambiguous explanation for this pattern is given it is

generally assumed that this c(6 x 2) pattern can be attributed to the first

stage of oxidation. The kinetics of the adsorption process has been described

with a model in which oxygen is dissociatively chemisorbed via a mobile

precursor state [20-22]. The heat of adsorption was found to be about 25 kJ/mol

[201. The cross section for the removal of oxygen from the Cu{110} surface upon

bombardment with 1 keV Ne+ ions was found to be about 6 x 10 cm for an

elevation angle of incidence of the primary beam of 20° and for the <011>

azimuthal direction of incidence [11].

6.2 Energy and anisotropy of ejected target atoms

The method used to determine surface structures with LEIS was based on the

anisotropy of the intensity of the ions which are "singly" scattered by the

target atoms. The anisotropy is caused by shadowing effects on the incoming

trajectory of the projectile and by blocking effects on the outgoing

trajectory. Generally, these effects result in a decreased intensity of

scattered ions. Since only the quasi-singly scattered ions were measured, the

energy of these ions after scattering can be found by simple classical

mechanics.

Almost all the energy, lost by the projectile during the hard colllision

is transferred to the kinetic energy of the target atom. Thus, the target atom

can gain considerable kinetic energy and some of the target atoms will leave

the surface. These target atoms are called 'recoil atoms' or, when ionised,

'recoil ions'. If one neglects the fact that the target atom is bound, the

energy of these recoil ions (Er) can be calculated from the conservation laws
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of energy and momentum. This calculation results in [23]:

Er = T T T W COS2 * ' Eo

where E o denotes the primary energy of the projectile, A the mass ratio between

target atom and projectile and 1? the ejection (scattering) angle with respect

to the direction of incidence of the projectile.

The same shadowing and blocking effects that determine the intensity of

scattered ions also determine the intensity of the recoil ions. When a target

atom is situated inside the shadow cone of a preceding target atom a hard

collision between the projectile and the target atom is not possible, and no

scattering by, or ejection of the target atom can be observed. Blocking effects

on the outgoing trajectory are the same for the scattered ions as for the

recoil ions, when differences in the sizes of the shadow cones are taken into

account. From these arguments one can see that shadowing and blocking effects

for the recoil ions will be the same as for the scattered ions and that the

same procedures for the determination of surface structures can be applied to

the distributions of recoil ions.

6.3 Experimental set-up

The details of the apparatus and the experimental conditions have been

described in ref. 3. The most essential parameters are given below:

- U.H.V.-system with a background pressure in the 10~10 Torr range.

- Beam energy between 0.5 and 8 keV, beam current 100 nA and beam diameter 3

mm.

- if the elevation angle of incidence with respect to the crystal surface

(accuracy 0.1°).

- tf the azimuthal angle of incidence with respect to the <011> direction in the

crystal surface (accuracy 0.1°)

- i5 the scattering angle in the plane of incidence which can be varied between

0° and 130°.

- Angular resolution of the analyser 4° and energy resolution H%.

The surface was exposed to oxygen by admitting oxygen into the whole

vacuum system, and the pressure was monitored with a quadrupole mass analyser
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(QMA). The QMA was calibrated with a Bayert Alpert ion gauge at relatively high

oxygen pressures. LEED patterns were obtained with a transparent LEED screen

using a glancing incidence electron gun. After the Cult TO} surface had been

cleaned with 4 keV Ne bombardment the normal (1 x 1) pattern was observed. A

LEED (2 x 1) pattern was obtained after an oxygen exposure of 10-100 L. The

azimuthal distributions of Ne+ ions were used to monitor the number of defects

[12].

The smallest amount of defects was recorded when the surface was bombarded

with 4 keV Ne+ ions at small (10°) elevation angles of incidence in the <011>

direction.

In cases where the azimuthal distributions showed a considerable number of

defects (for instance when the crystal was cleaned at large elevation angles of

incidence) the LEED pattern did not indicate any damage. Therefore it is

assumed that defects can be monitored better by measuring azimuthal

distributions. During our investigations care was taken to perform all

experiments on a crystal surface of good quality (as indicated by the azimuthal

distributions).

During the experiments with oxygen-covered surfaces, the actual degree of

coverage was determined by the equilibrium between the rate of adsorption of

oxygen atoms from the gas phase and the rate of desorption of oxygen atoms by

the ion bombardment (dynamic situation). The degree of coverage could be varied

by altering the partial oxygen pressure. Most of our experimental results were

obtained in this dynamic situation in which the degree of coverage was about

90% of the saturation coverage. Control measurements performed in a static

situation (after 10-100 L oxygen exposure) did not differ from measurements

made in the dynamic situation.

6.4 Experimental results

The intensity of positively and negatively charged particles, ejected from

a Cu{110} surface upon bombardment with 1 keV Ne+ and H 20
+ ions, was measured

as a function of the energy after scattering and of the direction of incidenee

or ejection (polar and azimuthal distributions).

The energy spectra showed peaks which could be related to ions which were

singly scattered by Cu or oxygen atoms or to positively and negatively charged

oxygen recoil ions. The polar and azimuthal distributions of scattered ions or

recoil ions will be discussed in the following sections.
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Fig. 1 A schematic top view of the atoms in the first and second layer
of a Cu{110} crystal. Some of the main erystallographic directions are
indicated. The upper part shows the clean Cu{110} surface and the
lower part the reconstructed Cull 10} surface; the lateral position of
the adsorbed oxygen atom is indicated.
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6.4.1 Photograms

Through our previous work [10] it is known that the adsorbed oxygen atom

is situated in a bridge position between two copper atoms in a <100> row in the

Cu{110} surface. For such a (non-reconstructed) surface (see fig. 1) a <p ~ $

diagram [12] calculated using the shadow cone model is shown in fig. 2 for a

primary beam of H keV ions. The circles represent the areas where shadowing and

blocking occur for Ne+ and 0" ions which are binary scattered by the adsorbed

oxygen.

In the <100> direction a large area is observed where shadowing or

blocking prevents the detection of recoil ions and of primary ions scattered by

oxygen. The radii of these areas are large because of the small interatomic

distance between the oxygen atom and the nearest Cu atom (< 1.9 K). Other

relatively large shadowing and blocking areas are found in the <111> direction

and are indicated by dashed circles in the <p - i> diagram. The other circles in

the <fi - $ diagram represent the shadowing and blocking effects of other Cu

atoms ("normal" circles) or oxygen atoms ("heavy" circles) in the first surface

layer. Within these shadowing and blocking areas we expect that the intensity

of ions scattered by adsorbed oxygen atoms will be low. Fig. 3 shows a

intensity of recoil atoms is given by different shades of grey. The large white

area in the <100> direction, which represent the shadowing and blocking effects

in this direction, confirms our earlier findings about the lateral position of

oxygen in the <100> surface row. Comparing the theoretical f - <l> diagram of

fig. 2 with the photogram of fig. 3 one notices that the expected white area in

the <111> direction is absent. This absence can only be explained if we assume

that the copper atoms in the <100> row adjacent to the <100> row in which

oxygen is situated have been displaced (with respect to the oxygen containing

<100> rows) by more than 1,2 I in a direction perpendicular to the surface.

When we delete the dashed circles in the calculated <e - <li diagram we obtain a

calculated 1> - & diagram for this reconstructed surface. Comparing such a

diagram with the photogram of fig. 3 one sees clear similarities. To find out

whether the oxygen-containing row or the non-oxygen-containing row is shifted

inwards or outwards with respect to the surface one has to study the azimuthal

and polar distributions in more detail.
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other adsorbed oxygen atoms, by normal circles for Cu atoms in the
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Fig. 3 A photogram of negatively charged oxygen recoil ions for 4 keV
Ne ions on oxygen-covered Cu{110} at a scattering angle of 45°. The
intensities of the recoil ions are indicated by several shades of
grey. The darker dots correspond to higher intensities.
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6.4.2 Azimuthal distributions

To study the geometry of the first layer we measured azimuthal

distributions in the same experimental circumstances as were used to determine

the geometry of the clean Cu surface [12, 133. Fig. 4 is a copy of an azimuthal

distribution of Ne+ ions scattered by Cu atoms from clean Cu{110} presented in

a previous paper. Dips are observed in every main erystallographie direction.

The widths and depths of these dips are related to the interatomic distance in

the corresponding surface row. In fig. 5 an azimuthal distribution of Ne+ ions

scattered by Cu atoms from an oxygen-covered surface is shown for the same

direction of incidence and primary energy as in fig. 4. When fig. 5 is compared

with fig. 4 one observes the following phenomena. The dips in the <011> and the

<211> direction have nearly vanished for the oxygen-covered surface, which

indicates that the interatomic distances in these directions are significantly

increased. The dip in the <100> direction is increased due to an additional

shadowing and blocking effect caused by the adsorbed oxygen in this row. The

dip in the <111> direction is unchanged. These observations are consistent with

our conclusion made earlier that every second <100> row in the surface has

disappeared from the first surface layer. Another difference between figs 4

and 5 is a relatively strong dip near the <233> direction in the latter. This

dip can be attributed to the shadowing of copper atoms by oxygen atoms

(indicated by the "Oad <122>" direction).

By triangulation it can now be determined unambiguously that the lateral

position of the oxygen on the surface is in the bridge site in the <100>

surface row.

If the two adjacent <100> surface rows (with or without oxygen) are

shifted vertically with respect to each other one expects to find two different

shadowing effects in the <110> direction. At small elevation angles of

incidence one expects to find a shadowing effect of a <110> row with twice the

normal interatomic distance. At larger elevation angles of incidence one

expects a shadowing effect of atoms in the shifted rows.

In fig. 6 the azimuthal distributions of Ne+ ions are shown for a clean

and oxygen-covered surface, both at an elevation angle of incidence of 12°. At

this elevation angle shadowing will occur only for the smallest interatomic

distances (< 3 8). The absence of a dip in the <011> direction for the

oxygen-covered surface indicates that the interatomic distance in this surface

row is significantly increased. Moreover, the total absence of shadowing dips
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Fig. 5 Azimuthal distribution of Ne+ ions scattered by Cu Qin an
oxygen-covered Cu{110} surface at a scattering angle Qof 45 upon
bombardment with 4 keV Ne+ ions at an elevation angle of 8 .
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in this figure also indicates that the non-oxygen-containing row is not shifted

with respect to the oxygen-containing row but has completely disappeared from

the surface.

As stated previously, scattering of Ne+ ions by atoms below the first

surface layer can only be observed if the neutralisation probability for these

scattered ions is not too large. In the experimental results shown in fig. 6

the scattering angle was 45°. Hence, it is possible that shadowing effects of

the presuraally shifted <100> row were not observed because all Ne+ ions

scattered from this shifted layer were neutralised. We measured azimuthal

distributions of Ne+ ions which were scattered 120°. As demonstrated in our

earlier work the shadowing effects on second layer atoms are observable in this

situation. In fig. 7 a photogram of Ne+ ions scattered by Cu atoms is shown for

an oxygen-covered surface. All the low intensity areas related to shadowing of

second layer atoms by first layer atoms are in the same places as for a clean

Cu surface. This leads to the conclusion that at least one of the two <100>

rows is in the same position as for the clean surface.

If the two <100> rows were only shifted with respect to each other then

additional shadowing areas should have appeared at larger elevation angles.

However, these shadowing effects may be so weak that they are not visible in

the photogram. Therefore, we studied the azimuthal distributions in more

detail. The strongest influence of the possible shadowing effect on the

intensity of scattered ions is expected in the <011> direction because of the

small interatomic distance in this direction. In fig. 8 the widths of the

shadowing dips in the <011> direction at half depths are indicated as a

function of the elevation angle of incidence. In the same figure we have

indicated by squares the positions of peaks in the azimuthal distribution.

These peaks are caused by the fact that atoms of the first layer focus the

primary ions on the atoms of the second layer. For the clean surface a large

shadowing area is observed; this is in accordance with the small interatomic

distance in this direction. A significantly smaller shadowing area is seen for

the oxygen-covered surface; this reflects an increased interatomic distance. No

shadowing effects are seen at larger elevation angles either, which means that

there is no shifted row. Consequently, from figs 7 and 8 one can conclude

again that the non-oxygen-containing <100> row is missing from the surface and

that the oxygen-containing row is situated at the same position as for the

clean surface. We call a configuration such as shown in the lower part of fig.

1 a 'missing row reconstruction'.
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Fig. 6 Azimuthal distribution of Ne ions scattered by Cu in a clean
(lower part) and oxygen-covered (upper part) Cu{110} surface at a
scattering of 45 upon bombardment with 1 keV Ne ions at an elevation
angle of 12°.
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which the shadowing dip in the <011> direction is at half depth for 4
keV Ne+ on a clean (lower part) and oxygen covered (upper part)
Cull 10} surface. Also indicated are the angular positions of the peaks
which are due to the focussing of the incoming ions on the second
layer atoms.
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intensities of the copper peak are indicated by several shades of
grey. The darker dots correspond to higher intensities.

6.4.3 Polar distributions

The missing row reconstruction model implies that the interatomic

distances in the <011> and <211> direction double but the distance in the <100>

is unchanged.

In our previous paper [12] we have demonstrated that polar distributions

measured in the main crystallographic directions can be used to determine

interatomic distances.

For an inverse squared interatomic potential the angular width (W) of the

shadowing dip can be expressed as W = k.l~2/i where 1 is the interatomic

distance and A a proportionality constant. This results in WQX = 0.63 W o l e a n

for the missing row model in the <011> and <211> direction.

In fig. 9 polar distributions of Ne+ ions for the <100>, <211> and <011>

azimuthal direction of incidence are given for a scattering angle of 80°. The

polar distributions for the clean and oxygen covered surface in the <100>
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Fig. 9 Polar distributions of Ne+ ions scattered by Cu in a clean
(continuous lines) and oxygen-covered (dashed lines) Cu{110} surface
at a scattering angle of 80 , upon bombardment with 4 keV Ne+ ions in
the <100>, <211> and <011> azimuthal direction.
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direction are equal, within experimental uncertainty. The distributions in

<211> and <011> clearly show an increase in the interatomic distance. For small

elevation angles of incidence the theoretically expected widths of the

shadowing dips are indicated (by arrows in fig. 9).

There is a good agreement between theory and measurements, although there

is a slight deviation with regard to the <211> direction. For small elevation

angles of ejection neutralisation effects dominate the blocking effects!
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Fig. 10 The energy of the copper peak as a function of the elevation
angle of incidence for Ne+ ions scattered from a clean (lower part)
and oxygen-covered (upper part) Cu{110} surface at a scattering angle
of 125 in the <011> azimuthal direction.
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6.4.4 Multiple scattering and neutralisation

In the previous sections we investigated the geometry of the first layer

by studying the effects of shadowing and blocking on the intensity of scattered

ions. Another aspect of the scattering process that can be studied is its

influence on the energy of the scattered particles.

When the edge of a shadow cone of an atom comes close to a neighbouring

target atom, only double scattering occurs. Therefore an increase in the

intensity of scattered ions, caused by decreased shadowing of adjacent atoms,

will be accompanied by an increase in the Cu peak energy [123. In the lower

part of fig. 10 the Cu peak energy is shown as a function of the elevation

angle of incidence for scattering of Ne+ ions in the <011> direction from a

clean Cu{110} surface. The rise of the energy curve is due to the

above-mentioned double scattering process.

In the upper part of fig. 10 the results of similar experiments are shown

for the oxygen-covered Cu{110} surface. The increase that is observed for the

clean surface is absent Tor the oxygen-covered surfaces. This indicates that

the interatomic distance in the <O11> direction has become so large that the

cross section for double scattering is negligible compared to that for single

scattering. However, when every second <100> row was only shifted vertically, a

similar increase in the Cu peak energy should have been observed at a larger

elevation angle than for the clean surface. The absence of any structure in

fig. 10 again leads one to the concluslion that every second row is indeed

missing and not simply shifted.

The experiments described above were performed on clean and on almost

fully covered surfaces. We also performed experiments with partly covered

surfaces. In fig. 11a the intensity of 0 + and O~ recoil ions are plotted as a

function of the intensity of Ne+ ions scattered by adsorbed oxygen at various

oxygen background pressures. The intensities have been normalised to their

maximum values. The proportionality between the intensity of the oxygen

scattering peak and the 0+ and 0~ recoil intensities indicates that these

intensities are a measure for the number of oxygen atoms adsorbed on the

surface (i.e. a measure for the coverage). Thus, the intensity of the oxygen

peak (Ne+ scattered by adsorbed oxygen) can be used to study phenomena as a

function of the coverage.
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In fig. 11b the normalised intensities of the Cu peaks are plotted as a

function of the coverage. The negative Cu peak (0~ on Cu) and the positive Cu

peak (Ne+ on Cu) have been measured for an elevation angle of 20°, a scattering

angle of 45° and in the <211> direction as azimuthal direction of incidence. In

this situation the atoms of the second layer are all shadowed and/or blocked by

atoms in the first layer, even in the case the reconstructed surface. Moreover,

no scattering from the second layer can be observed for Ne+ ions, due to the

large neutralisation probability.

The decrease in the positive Cu peak with increasing coverage can be

understood qualitatively from the reconstruction model. When the surface is

reconstructed according to a missing row model, then the number of atoms in the

first surface layer will decrease to about half the number in the clean

surface. The intensity of the Ne+ ions scattered by first layer atoms will be

about half the intensity measured for a clean surface. This is indeed observed

in fig. 11b. Similar arguments can be used with regard to the intensity of 0"

ions scattered by atoms of the first layer. Therefore, the increase in the

negative Cu peak with increasing coverage, as observed in fig. 11b, does not

correspond to the decreasing number of scattering centres in the first layer.

Since shadowing and blocking effects prevent 0~ ion scattering from the second

layer, the increasing 0~ signal must be related to an increasing ionisation

probability for 0 atoms scattered from the first layer. This increased

ionisation probability may be caused by an increasing electron density in the

first layer. The presence of oxygen atoms close to the Cu atoms (1.8 8) may be

the cause increased electron density.

The behaviour of the positive Cu peak supports the missing row

reconstruction model. The behaviour of the negative Cu peak, although not

completely understood, indicates that one can study charge-exchange processes

by varying the composition of the surface.

6.4.5 Saturation coverage

From the size of the shadowing area in the <011> direction in the

photogram of H20 scattered by 0 g d on Cu{110}, one can conclude that the

distance between two chemisorbed oxygen atoms in the <011> direction is about 5

K. If the low intensity in this shadowing area is taken into account, this

means that every ehemisorption site in a reconstructed <011> channel is filled

with oxygen at maximum coverage.
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AZIMUTHAL ANGLE
<100>

Fig. \2 A photograra of positively charged oxygen recoil ions for 4 keV
NeQ ions on an oxygen-covered Cu{110} surface at a scattering angle of
45 • The intensities of the recoil ions are indicated by several
shades of grey: the darker dots correspond to higher intensities.

Î LAYER — O

2110 LAYER -o- -o- • O

3*° LAYER — O - -o- -o—
O = Cu-ATOMS Cu (110)
• = OXYGEN ATOMS
• = MISSING Cu- ATOMS
x = PROPOSED SECOND OXYGEN POSITIONS

Fig. 13 A schematic side view indicating the projection of the
position of the atoms on a plane parallel to the <001> direction. The
figure shows the Cu atoms of the first two surface layers, the oxygen
position and the proposed second oxygen position.
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When we compare the O-Cu shadowing dip in the <122> direction (fig. 5)

with the 0-0 shadowing dip in the <111> direction (fig. U), it can be deduced

that all chemisorption sites are also found to be in a <111> channel at maximum

coverage.

From these two arguments one can conclude that every chemisorption site on

the reconstructed surface is filled with oxygen. This results in a maximum

coverage of one oxygen atom per unit cell of the clean surface (i.e. maximum

coverage is 0.5 when oxygen is adsorbed on a Cu{110} surface), which is in

agreement with previous results [10, 14, 20],

If fig. \2 is compared to fig. 3 one sees a striking difference between

the negative and positive recoil ion distributions. In both casss the intensity

of the recoil ions are plotted in a photogram: in fig. 12 for the 0+ recoils

and in fig. 3 for the 0~ recoil. The observed structures in these photograms

are similar, except for the sharp and intensive peak in the centre of the large

shadowing area in the <100> direction for 0+ recoil ions. This sharp peak in

the <100> direction was also observed in a photogram of Ne+ ions scattered from

adsorbed oxygen atoms in the same experimental circumstances. From these

results it must be concluded that scattering by oxygen is still possible in a

direction in which the oxygen atom in the <001> direction is completely blocked

or shadowed. This leads to the assumption that there must be a second location

where oxygen can be chemisorbed. The sharpness of the peak in the photogram can

only be explained if focussing effects play a role. The difference between the

positive and negative ion yield may be caused by the very low density of

electrons at the outgoing trajectory. These arguments lead us to suggest that

the second site for chemisorbed oxygen is located near the second layer of the

CuOlO} surface in such a way that scattering in the <001> direction is not

blocked or shadowed. One such site is below the position of the missing <100>

atom row, as indicated in fig. 13.

6.5 Summary and final remarks

The photograms of 0" recoil ions and the azimuthal distribution of Ke+ ions

scattered by Cu, just presented, show clearly that the oxygen-covered CuUlO}

surface is reconstructed. Although extensive experiments were performed to

detect whether the non-oxygen containing <100> surface row was shifted

vertically with respect to the oxygen-containing row, no trace of the atoms of

that row was found. Therefore we conclude that the surface is reconstructed in
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the way described by the missing row model. According to this reconstruction

there is a surface unit cell which is twice as large as the unit cell of the

clean surface and the normal LEED patter;i is converted to the observed ( 2 x 1 )

pattern.

For the structure in the LEED pattern it is generally assumed that it

corresponds to the periodicity of the electron density on the surface. For a

surface which is reconstructed as a result of the coverage with an adsorbate,

it is possible that the contribution of the reconstruction to this periodicity

is more important than the contribution of the adsorbed species. To find out

wether or not reconstruction causes the ( 2 x 1 ) LEED pattern for oxygen-covered

surfaces, we suggest the LEIS experiments should be performed on each {110}

surface which show a (2 x 1) LEED pattern upon oxygen exposure. For instance,

in the case of Ni{110} the same kind of reconstruction was already found with

LEIS, MEIS and Helium diffraction experiments [9, 24, 25]. In another paper we

shall report the results of experiments on an oxygen-covered Ag{110} surface.

The lateral position of the oxygen on the surface was determined

unambiguously and found to be in agreement with earlier work, although in that

work reconstruction of the surface was ignored. The vertical position of the

oxygen could not be determined precisely from our current measurements. From

the photograms we estimate that the oxygen was situated 0.6 ± 0,2 8 below the

first layer. This is also in agreement with our earlier work. Further

experiments with higher primary energy or with He* ions may yield the precise

locations of the oxygen atoms. Mow that the geometry of the oxygen covered

Cu{110} surface is known 1EED intensity calculations based on the above

statements can be used to determine the vertical location of the oxygen atoms.

Our experiments for analysing the structure of oxygen-covered surfaces

were performed near saturation coverage of the surface at low oxygen pressures

and low primary beam intensities. At low oxygen pressures the experiments with

partly covered surfaces (figs 11 and 12) indicate that the relative intensity

of Ne+ ions scattered by oxygen ca be used as a measure for the degree of

coverage oxygen. However, at high oxygen pressures we did observe a decrease in

both the intensity of Ne+ ions scattered by oxygen and the intensity of recoil

0 + ions. Thus, the above mentioned proportionality between the scattering

intensity and the coverage is not correct in all experimental circumstances.

Obviously, the influence of adsorbed oxygen on the neutralisation and on the

ionisation probability may affect the intensity of scattered or recoil ions

quite considerably at high oxygen pressures.

Preliminary measurements indicate that the sticking probability of oxygen
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at the proposed second chemisorption site of oxygen is smaller than the

sticking probability at the other chemisorption site. However, we did find

slight indications that chemisorption at this position may be induced by the

ion bombardment. Nevertheless, the observed c(6 x 2) LEED pattern at high

exposures may be related to adsorption at the second site.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt besohreven op welke wijze de verstrooiing van

laag energetische ionen kan worden gebruikt om de atomaire structuur van

oppervlakken van netaalkristallen te bestuderen.

Het onderzoek aan oppervlakken van vaste stoffen is zowel om puur

wetenschappelijke redenen als mede voor toepassingen in de katalytische chemie

en de metallurgie van belang.

Doordat de omringing van atomen aan het oppervlak van een vaste stof

verschilt van de omringing van de a tome n in die stof verschillen de

eigenschappen van deze atomen sterk. Door bestudering van deze verschillen

wordt inzicht verkregen in de fundamentele processen die de eigenschappen van

vaste stoffen bepalen.

Technisch gezien zijn oppervlakken van belang daar de reactie van de vaste

stoffen op invloeden vanuit de omgeving bepaald worden door de toestand van de

oppervlakte-atomen. Zo hangt de corrosiebestendigheid en katalytische

eigenschappen sterk van deze toestand af.

In ons laboratorium worden de structuren van oppervlakken onderzocht met

laag energetische ionenverstrooing (LEIS = Low Energy Ion Scattering). Bij deze

techniek wordt het kristaloppervlak met een bundel edelgasionen beschoten. Deze

edelgasionen zullen botsen met de atomen in het kristal en worden verstrooid.

Een gedeelte van deze verstooide ionen verlaat het kristal en wordt door een

detector geteld. Dit gebeurt uitsluitend indien de ionen de juiste richting en

energie hebben. LEIS ia een extreem oppervlakte gevoelige techniek doordat de
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ionen, die dieper dan twee atoomlagen het kristal binnendringen,

geneutraliseerd worden en niet meer door de detector worden geteld. Hierdoor

zullen alleen ionen die verstrooid zijn aan de bovenste kristallagen een

bijdrage aan het aantal gedetecteerde ionen leveren.

Het aantal gedetecteerde ionen hangt o.a. af van de riehting van de bundel

t.o.v. het kristal, de energie van de ionen,het soort ion en het

kristalmateriaal.

In dit proefschrift wordt beschreven op welke wijze het aantal

gedetecteerde ionen afhangt van de insehiet- en uittreedrichting van de

verstrooide ionen. Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van het schaduwkegeltnodel.

Indien een bundel ionen een atoom uit het oppervlak treft zal er achter

dit atoom een schaduw gevormd worden waarin zich geen ionen meer bevinden. Een

tweede oppervlakte atoom welke zich in deze schaduw bevindt, zal daardoor niet

meer kunnen bijdragen aan de opbrengst van verstrooide ionen. Doordat de atoraen

in een kristaloppervlak regelnatig gerangschikt zijn zal er, indien langs een

hoofdrichting van het kristal ingeschoten wordt, een groot gedeelte van de

atomen zich in de schaduw van hun nabuur atoom bevinden. Het aantal

gedetecteerde ionen zal dan ook in dergelijke riohtingen drastisch verminderen.

Door nu de richtingen waarin zulk een daling wordt waargenomen op te zoeken

kunnen de hoofdrichtingen en dus de structuur van het oppervlak bepaald worden.

De moeilijkheid hierbij is echter dat niet alleen dergelijke

schaduwingseffecten een verandering in het aantal gedetecteerde ionen

veroorzaken raaar dat ook kleine veranderingen in de neutralisatiekans

soortgelijke effecten veroorzaken. Dit probleem is er in het verleden de

oorzaak van geweest dat laag energetiseh ionenverstrooiing nauwelijks voor

oppervlakte struetuur analyse werd gebruikt. In dit proefschrift wordt dit

probleem echter gedeeltelijk ondervangen door niet alleen edelgasionen als

projectiel te gebruiken maar ook watermoleculen.

Deze waterraoleculen dissocieren bij de botsing met de kristalatomen in

diverse fragmenten waaronder zuurstofatomen. Deze zuurstofatomen worden

negatief geladen door soortgelijke processen als de processen die de

edelgasionen neutraliseren. De zo geproduceerde zuurstofionen worden echter wel

gedetecteerd en door vergelijking van de opbrengst van zuurstofionen net de

opbrengst van edelgasionen wordt informatie over deze neutralisatieprocessen

verkregen. Deze informatie kan dan gebruikt worden om de effecten van

neutralisatieprocessen te scheiden van schaduwingseffecten.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt de apparatuur* welke voor dit onderzoek ontworpen en

gebouwd is, besohreven. Hoofdstuk 2 geeft de details van de ontworpen
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hoogprecisie targetmanipulator. Met deze manipulator is het mogelijk het

kristal met een nauwkeurigheid van 0,1 mm te verplaatsen en met een

nauwkeurigheid van 0,1° te roteren.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden de metingen aan de dissociatieve verstrooiing van

watermoleculen gepresenteerd. Voor het dissociatiemechanisme wordt een simpel

klassiek botsingsmodel gegeven welke het waargenomen verband tussen kritische

strooihoek en primaire energy goed beschrijft. In dit model treedt dissociatie

alleen op indien de inwendige relatieve kinetisch energie (rotatie en vibratie

energie) van een diatomisch molecuul, verkregen in de botsing van een atoom met

het targetatoom, groter is dan de bindingsenergie van dit molecuul.

De schaduwings-, focussings- en ladingsomwisselingseffecten in de

hoekverdeling van verstrooide He+ en 0~ ionen worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 4

en 5. Hoofdstuk 4 heeft betrekking op de geometrie van de eerste laag. De

structuur in de azimuthale verdelingen van elastisch verstooide Ne ionen bleek

te kunnen worden verklaard met het schaduwkegelmodel. De invloed van de

neutralisatie effecten op deze structuur kon worden verwaarloosd. De geringe

intensiteit in inschietrichtingen, waar volgens het schaduwkegelmodel geen

intensiteit werd verwacht, werd toegeschreven aan ionen die aan kristaldefecten

waren verstrooid. Deze intensiteit werd dan ook gebruikt om het aantal

kristaleffecten te bepalen.

In hoofdstuk 5 worden de azimuthal verdelingen van Ne+ en 0~ in iiituatie

waarbij niet alleen de eerste maar ook de tweede oppervlaktelaag aan de

intensiteit van verstrooide ionen bijdroeg gepresenteerd. De structuur in deze

verdelingen kon ook nu weer worden verklaard met het schaduwkegelmodel, waarbij

echter wel rekening gehouden werd met het feit dat de vorm van de schaduwkegel

verstoord kon zijn door atomen in de eerste oppervlaktelaag. Niet alleen de

schaduwings en blokkeringseffecten kon worden beschreven met het

schaduwkegelmodel maar ook de focusseringseffecten konden hiermee kwalitatief

worden begrepen.

De methoden, ontwikkeld in de hoofdstukken 4 en 5, worden in hoofdstuk 6

toegepast om de structuur van het zuurstof bedekte Cu[110] oppervlak te

onderzoeken. Er werd ontdekt, dat dit oppervlak reconstrueert bij blootstelling

aan zuurstof. Deze reconstructie kon beschreven worden met een 'missing row'

model.

De positie van het geadsorbeerde zuurstof op dit oppervlak werd bepaald en

tevens werd een aanwijzing gevonden dat er een tweede plaats voor adsorptie van

zuurstof op het Cu[110] oppervlak bestaat.
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In dit proefschrift zijn ongeveer 198091 letters, cijfers eri leestekens
gebruikt. In dit onderstaande tabel is het aantal voor elke karakter apart
vermeld.
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STELLINGEN
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1. Rydbergatomen met energieën in het keV gebied kunnen niet worden gebruikt

om elektron-atoom botsingen bij energieën van I eV te simuleren vanwege de

slechte definitie van de primaire energie van de elektronen.

P.M. Koch, Phys.Rev.Lett. 43 (1979) 432.

2. Superradiante elektronenemissie van een groot aantal atomen is niet op

soortgelijke wijze mogelijk als superradiante fotonemissie.

3. Alvorens het elektrisch/chemisch excitatiemechanisme van hartweefselcellen

verder verfijnen, dienen de invloeden van de geometry en de inhomogenitei-

ten van het hart in rekening te worden gebracht.

R.E. McAllister, J.Physiol. 251 (1975) 1.

4. Ten onrechte beschouwen Chan en Daily bij de interpretatie van hun meningen

van de Rayleighverstrooiing aan natrium in de nabijheid van de D-lijn niet

het effect van een mogelijke polarisatie van het exciterende laserlicht.

C.Chan en J.W. Daily, JQSRT 21 (1979) 527.

5. De door Verhey et al bepaalde piekverschuivingen in de, met Monte-Carlo

computerberekeningen verkregen, energieverdeling van verstrooide He ionen

is veel kleiner dan de kanaalbreedte waarmee deze verdeling berekend is.

L.K. Verhey, J.A. van den Berg en D.G. Armour, Surface Sci. 84 (1979)

408.

6. De bewering van Hackam et al dat de afstandsafhankelijkheid van de door hen

gemeten veldversterkingsfactor de theoretische verklaring van Miller volgt

is onjuist.

R. Hackam en S.K. Salman, J.Appl.Phys. 45 (1974) 4387.

H.C. Miller, J.Appl.Phys. 38 (1967) 4501.

7. Om redenen van duidelijkheid dient de S.I. eenheid voor viscositeit te wor-

den geschreven als 'sPa' en niet zoals gebruikelijk als 'Pas'.

3. Alle (110) oppervlakken van metalen met een FCC kristalroosterstructuur

vertonen in schone of zuurstofbedekte toestand de neiging tot reconstructie

volgens het "missing row" model.



9. Aangezien de schaduweffecten in de polaire verdelingen van aan Ni atomen

verstrooide He ionen, voor het schone en zuurstofbedekte oppervlak, niet

bij dezelfde polaire hoek afnemen, is het door Godfrey et al gebruikte mo-

del voor de Ni oppervlaktestructuur onjuist.

D.J. Godfrey en D.P. Woodruff, Surface Sci. 89 (1979) 76.

10. De door de Wit et al gepresenteerde metingen geven uitsluitend aan dat de

laterale posities van de Cu atomen in het zuurstofbedekte Cu(110) oppervlak

ongewijzigd zijn. Hun conclusie dat dus dit oppervlak niet gereconstrueerd

is, is voorbarig zoals blijkt uit de metingen van Bronckers et al.

A.G.J. de Wit, R.P.N. Bronckers en J.M. Fluit, Surface Sci. 82 (1979)

177.

R.P.N. Bronckers en A.G.J. de Wit, submitted to Surface Sci.; hoofd-

stuk 6 van dit proefschrift.

11. De door Eckstein et al gemeten overlevingskans van 5 keV D2 molekulen bij

een botsing met relatief grote strooihoek kan mogelijkerwijs worden ver-

klaard door de interaktie van beide D atomen met een substraat atoom in re-

kening te brengen.

W. Eckstein, H. Verbeek en S. Datz, Appl.Phys.Lett. 27-10 M975) 527.

12. De waarde van LEED voor het bepalen van oppervlaktestructuren wordt over-

schat.

13. De bij de reconstructie van het zuurstof bedekte Cu(llO) oppervlak vrijko-

mende Cu atomen verdwijnen niet in de gasfase.

14. De inrichting van het Laboratorium voor Experimentele Fysica en do weigering

om noodzakelijke veiligheidsvoorzieningen aan te brengen, doen vermoeden,

dat andere projecten waar fysici een bijdrage aan het onwerp leveren, niet

zondermeer aan de te stellen veiligheidsnormen voldoen.

15. De in dit proefschrift opgenomen tabel van het aantal pebruikte karakters

is noodzakelijkerwijs exclusief de tekens die in deze tabel zijn gebruikt.

16. Sluikreclame tijdens de uitzending van sportprogramma's op televisie kan

eenvoudig worden voorkomen door het beeld in spiegelbeeld uit te zenden.



17. De naamgeving van de Rijksuniversiteit Limburg te Maastricht wijkt af van

de naamgeving van alle andere Nederlandse universiteiten. Bij gebruik van

de normale drie letterige afkortingen wekt dit verwarring met de universi-

teit van Leiden. Terwijl met een consequente naamgeving deze afkorting de

levensstijl in de betreffende streek beter benadert.

18. Het werken met computers kan verslavend werken met als voornaamste symptomen

kontaktstoornissen en het spreken van wartaal.

Rob Bronckers
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